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All the rage erby de Fun in the sun 
Riverboat Days events Prince Rupert salmon 
buzzed with people, , competition gets flack 
colour and excitement from neighbour cities Days ,(sports action 
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Shell cancels gas drill program 
, U 
SHELL HAS abandoned plans to explore Mann said the &ount of time Shell curbed by other activity. The area contains the headwaters of the 
the Klappan region north of here for has spent in seeking approval to explore Coalbed methane is naturh gas stored .Skeena, Stikine and Nass river systems. 
coalbed methane natural gas this year was considerable given the relatively under pressure next to coal seams. Some Shell’s decision this year continues 
after failing to reach a deal with the small size of the field progr,am it wanted coal sedins are saturated with water and what has been a turbulent time in the 
Tqhltan, whose traditional temtory added that ’the company had passed the to carry out. the methane is held in the coal by the Tahltan traditional area over the scope 
includes the area. He declined to comment on what is water pressure, requiring the water to be and pace of industrial development. 
The company began work in the Klap- now a two-year gap in exploration means removed in order for the methane to be , The area contains at least a dozen PO-. 
tential mines, in addition to Shell’s coal- pumped out. pan in 2004 and although it did not return for Shell’s future plans. 
last year after protests from some Tahl- , 
tan, itf,had hopes to resume this year, said Curtis Rattray said it didn’t sign the ben- long worried about coalbed methane, That’s resulted in pressure to either 
Shell official Jeff Mann. efits deal because of an overall lack of saying there are environmental and other ’ approve development or not within the . 
Those hopes were pinned on what a framework for the Tahltan to be fully impacts caused by pumping out water to Tahltan community which primarily re- 
Mann called a voluntary benefits agree- involved in resource use decisions on its ’ release the methane. sides in and around three villages, Iskut, 
ment for this year, a deal that could have territory. The Tahltan regard the Klappan as Dease Lake and Telegraph Creek. 
provided up to $6 million in wages and “Otherwise our aboriginal rights and particularly sensitive portion of its tra- Last year at this time; a group of Tahl- 
contracts to Tahltan workers and Tahltan title are being infringed upon,” said Rat- ditional temtory because of,its environ- tan elders and others blockaded road 
companies. mental, social and historical value. access into the Klappan, the Telegraph 
1 That’deal was worked out with nego- to examine the potential for coalbed , Shell drilled two exploratory wells Two weeks ago a number of native Creek band office was all but closed be- 
, tiators for the Tahltan Central Council, methane. We don’t know what’s there in 2004 and wanted to do five more on groups gathered in the Klappan to high- cause of internal dissent and there was 
issues, but it was not signed off by the 
council itself, said Mann. 
” “Unfopnately we were not able to 
conclude an agreement,” said Mann who 
deadline by which it could organize field- 
work in time for it to be completed before 
winter returned to the Klappan. 
Mann said Shell had invested much in 
speaking with and listening to members 
of the Tahltan community over the past 
two years in hopes of receiving approval 
to work in the Kiappan. 
‘:We did what we felt we needed to do 
to engage the Tahltan community,” he 
added. 
GI 
Tahltan Central C6uncil president Environmental and other groups have bed methane prospects. 
“I should add that this work was just ’ tray. 
which speaks for the Tahltan on resource yet,” said Mann. ground Mann said had already been dis- ght its environmental and cultural value. Cont’d Page A2 
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W-or ke rs want 
THE TERRACE Lumber Company is so short of money it 
can’t provide already-earned holiday pay to its workers, says 
its general manager. 
As many as eight laid-off workers now due their holiday 
pay aren’t being ignored but are behind other creditors on 
the now-closed sawmill’s payables list, says Wayne Haw. 
“Right now we’rein a cash crunch. We want to be able to 
pay them. It’s not as if we don’t want to. We just don’t have 
the money,”‘ he said. 
The laid-off workers are expectingholiday pay because 
their seniority dates fell within the second quarter of this 
year. Workers who had dates within the first quarter already 
received their holiday pay in the spring. 
The amount of pay depends upon years worked, ranging 
from a low of four per cent of gross earnings up to 10-12 per 
cent for people with seniority. 
Lumber production stopped the end>of June and the mill 
has finished selling the vast majority of its inventory. 
Haw said the company is generating a small amount of 
income by selling small amounts of fencing material and the 
like to local people. 
But it’s not enough to meet all of the bills facGg the com-’ 
pany, he added. ’ 
Hurt by a rise in the Canadian doll& which makes its 
wood more expensive in the United States, a drop off of 
prices and a 20 per cent softwood tariff, the company didn’t. 
have the financial resources to continue. 
- Haw - ”  did say the company has looked and continues to 
look for new equity partners. 
The mill, once owned by Sieena Cellulose, was bought 
out of bankruptcy in early 2005 and renamed the Terrace 
Lumber Company by a group of local inyestors headed by 
Nechako Northcoast principal John Ryan. 
It began operating again last fall and went through a few 
short closures this spring before stopping production com- 
Safety first 
CONST. Rochelle Patenaude made sure Tiffany Woods’ helmet fit snugly on her head before the Critical Mass bike ride Aug. 12. The 
Anti-Poverty Group hosted the event as part of International Youth Day to promote biking and road safety. SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
’ 
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pletely the end of June. 
“They’ve done their best but they can’t afford to run the 
The mill continues to employ about 15 people, mostly 
M LA re j ect s g over n m en t t h i n ki ng mill to sell lumber to generate cash,” said Haw. 
managers. I over plea to aid the northwest They have taken pay cuts in the range of 20 per cent. 
SKEENA NDP MLA Robin cheaper prices in the United 
Austin doesn’t buy provin- States and affect that coun- 
cia1 forest minister’s Rich try’s own sawmills. 
Coleman’s argument that That’s been the argument 
creating a special economic for years by the Americans, 
zone with cost breaks and already leading to high tar- 
government spending to help iffs for Canadian wood en- 
the northwest forest industry tering the United States. 
will result in a backlash from Now that the federal 
the United States. government has a tentative 
Coleman’s position is I deal for better access to the 
that assistance would be re- States, Coleman says he 
garded as a subsidy by the doesn’t want to do anything 
Americans in that Cana- to derail it. 
dian wood could be sold at But if that were the case, 
Austin said, the Americans 
would already be retaliating 
because of cost breaks in the 
interior to log trees affected 
by pine beetles. 
Those incentives were put 
in place to log bug-kill trees 
and other forest areas as fast 
as possible before the pine 
beetles ruin the economic 
value of the trees. 
“YOU could argue that 
the province has created a 
special economic zone there 
and that what they have 
done is also a subsidy,” said 
Austin. 
“And if that is the case, 
then why haven’t the Amer- 
icans retaliated because of 
that already?’ 
If anything, Austin con- 
tinued, the huge amount of 
chips created in the Interior 
because of bug kill logging 
has hurt the pulp industry 
elsewhere by glutting the 
market. 
Cont’d Page A2 ’ 
In the meantime: the Steelworkers union, which repre- 
sents the workers at the mill, is pressing the Terrace Lumber 
Company to make holiday pay payments. 
And it wants to h o w  if the closure is permanent enough 
so workers can then receive severance pay, says Alan Ches- 
terman who is the plant chairman for the union at the mill. 
“What we want is to collect the money owed and then 
have the workers move on with their life,” said Chester- 
man. 
“We have to know one way or the other. Some have other 
job offers.” 
Chesterman noted that some‘ workers quit other jobs to 
return to the mill when it re-opened one year ago the end of 
this month! b -  
“We’d prefer to work there. The crew is good at what it 
I 
does. It’s what we do,” said Chestennan. Robin Austin 
ars shot over four-d I 
By MARGARET SPEIRS to public safety. 
Conservation officers arrived shortly 
SEVEN bears had to be shot afterbentur- afterward to remove the bear. 
ing too close to humans in their search for Local conservation officer Blair Thin, 
who was in Kitimat on another bear mat- food recently. 
In all cases from Aug. 6 to Aug. 9, tran- ter, said police did the right thing. 
quilizing and the relocating the bears was “I was en route but an RCMP member 
not an option, say conservation officers. decided to take care of the bear, seeing as 
The first bear to be killed was a black I wasn’t there at the time,” Thin said. 
one who was in the area of Eby St. and “It was a good call. With the amount 
Park Ave. Aug. 6. of people around that day, it was definite- 
In that case, RCMP Constable Ro- ly a good call,” he added, refemng to the 
chelle Patenaude said it was destroyed by1 Riverboat Days crowds. 
police officers because it posed a dpger  On Aug. 9, a sow and her three cubs 
had to be put down near Mountainview 
Elementary School on the bench. Chil- 
dren were playing in the area. 
The sow and cubs were reportedly 
getting into garbage in that area. 
The criteria used to relocate bears 
couldn’t be applied because the bears 
were deemed to be an immediate public 
safety risk, he said. 
Relocation would require tranquiliz- 
ing the bears and the opportunity didn’t 
present itself, Thin added. 
“We tried to treedl the bears to safely 
contain them but the sow was unwilling 
to tree,” he said, adding a bear can’t be 
tranquilized on the ground because it will 
run and become a safety hazard. 
“I don’t think that the success rate 
for relocating whole family units is very 
good,”Thin added. 
That same day, Thin responded to a 
call in Gitanyow where a pair of grizzly 
bears were interfering with fish process- 
ing, and g e d g  into a.smokehouse and 
isto garbage. 
The bears had become used to human 
contact and the presence of dogs, whose 
barkhg failed to drive them away. 
“We received reports‘that the bears 
just completely i@ored these anirhals I 
so we made a decision again according 
to public safety risk and destroyed the 
bears,” he said. 
He said it seems that there are more 
bears around this year than last year, al- 
though he didn’t have the statistics with 
him to confirm that assumption’. 
“It could just be attributed to a few 
mild winters,qd a very good berry sea- 
son tha’t would br@g them’? with lots of 
fruit on the trees add backyards,” he said, 
about why the bears are in town. 
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From front 
.MLA rejects gov't thinking 
V ~ e y  do something one place, but nothing here. It'Tal- 
most as if the Liberals have written off the northwestern part 
of B.C.," said Austin. 
He said it's odd that what the Liberals call an incentive in 
one area of B.G. is then called a subsidy if wanted in another 
area The idea of a special northwestern forestq econom- 
ic zone has been,backed by studies and now by a growing 
p u p  of people from outside and in the region. 
"hey say logging costs are too high in the northwest and 
that the wood quality isn't the best. meaning that compa- 
nies cannot make any money. That becomes worse when the 
price of lumber drops as it has done lately. 
Their solution is a cut in what the province charges for 
trees that are cut. for help in building roads to the \wad and 
intensified silviculture to grow better quality trees. 
Although Coleman ha;T so far dismissed the concept of a 
special economic zone. he has a p x d  to have forest m i n i s t r y  
officials meet with local forest industry to explore options. 
number of ships calling on Prince Rupert. has identified fur- 
ther oppormniy for expansion of the tour program. 
This is the second full season of having large cruise ships 
stop at Prince Rupert as part of a trip to Alaska. 
The 2005 first season came about after a major construc- 
tion project was undenakeq,to provide not only a sufficient 
dock. but shore-based facilities IO handle large cruise ships 
and their passengers. 
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More,, cruise) ship tours wanted 
THE PRINCE Rupert Port Authority is asking locals to sub- 
mit ideas for shore tours for the 2007 cruise ship season. 
''Cruise passengers are interested in experiencing the des- 
tination to the fullest and want to actively explore the places 
at 'wivhicb they stop," says authority business director Shaun 
Stevenson. "We are working with our community partners 
to emure that we can supply a worldclass shore excursion, 
program that best reflects the many opportunities Prince Ru- 
pert has to offer." 
Stevenson says, while Prince Rupert currently offers 
many top-notch shore excursions, cruise ship passenger exit 
survey responses, combined with a projected growth in the 
, fi 
,From front 
vision overall about who can make decisions on land and 
source use. 
That changd over the past year and the Tahltan Central 
Council, made up of members of the elected Tahltan village 
band councils and elders, is' generally regarded as the voice 
for the Tahltan people when it comes to activities on their 
traditional temtory. 
Mines ministry assistant deputy minister Yvette Wells 
said last week that Shell made a business decsion and that it 
respe& that decision. 
Shenoted Shell hasrkeived all the approvals that it needs 
to from the province to explore in the Klappan. 
*We hope to find a way to get past this thing," said Wells 
of the failure, so far, to get a Tahltan sign off for Shell to 
work in the Klappan. 
But Wells did not characterize the failure as disappoint- 
ipg to the provincial government. 
'We've all med ,very hard, .and have worked very hard. 
on this issue and on broader ones," said Wells of efforts on 
the pan of the province to match Tahlm aspirations with 
those of resource companies. I 
, Those efforts have included a number of provincial min- 
ismes, including mines and aboriginal affairs. 
Shell's leases in the Klappan came after it and other com- 
panies around the province responded to a call to find poten- 
tial oil and gas fields outside of the traditional northeastern 
fields. 
Small class sizes. Personal attention. Low tuition. Qual i  inshction., 
And recognized, transferable credentials = The NWCC Advunfuge. 
mis September Prepare for Co//ege and University.. . 
Get the skills, knowledge and"prerequisites you need to access 
post-secondary career, trades and academic programs. 
Career 8: College Prep (CCP) {Cl,lsjroorrr E Olrlirtc) 
Tuition-&e* high school level courses for adulc learners to complete pro_gr;lm 
prerequi$tcs or graduation requirements. Need to comp!ece or upgrade one or ~ 
nvo preGquisite couaa?\bu can rake CCP courses concurrently \vi& other 
college prog~=x~u and keep on pace with your educational goals. 
NEW! Business Access 
Interested in WXCC Busins3 p m g r p ~  m d  need to reimh or upgrade to inert 
the admission requiremenni Get the fundarnend SW and Imo\vkdge you need 
and a - g ~ ~ ~ ~ r e e d  sea? in the WVCC Busins p m p m  of your choice. 
Tuition-free* worldeducation preparation program char integrates s o d ,  
personal and cultural components tu enhance work and life skills. 
Tuiaon-i?ee* oppomnir). to esplore mdes career opaons and upgrade your 
eddcadon to enter into a hTCC wades training program. 
NEW! Essential Skills for Work (ESWK) 
, 
NEW! Trades Access (Clayn%irtr E Shop) 
&: ire5 a>$: ?I.i con s-tcxt[s: 
** L p n  s~-cmG1 com;.Mm 0 ; p ~ n r n  
Career, Trades, and Academic Programs 
Business Technology - Online (BTEC Online) 
Convenient online learning delivers job-ready skills and credentials for 
xirmnistrarive posinons in office and businets settings. 
Trades Sears are still available itr ... 
Outdoor Power Equipment Technician (Small h"&e Repair) 
Fis trail bikes, recreational vehicles, motorqcles and sleds. 20 weeks of e n q -  
level mdes mining is equivalenc to' 1st year apprenticeship and a valuable 
employment credential. 
University Credit (UC) 
Obtain your Associate or Bachelor's Degree, prepare for the workforce, ladder to 
ocher posr-secondary program, or continue your professional de\velopment and 
Ke-long learning. Choose from more than 220 first and second year rransfeable 
courses. Earn Associate Degrees in Arts, Science, or Criminology specialization 
then transfer to, a ATVCC career program or  to a university of your choice. 
Flesible dcliven. lets you choose the classroom, online, teleconference, W- or 
part-time. daytime or svenings.Visit the Web sire for a coniplece list of 
University Credit courses. 0 
University Credit Distance Education courses include: 
Atrdiiopolog)' I I2 First Sariotrs 4Britirh Cnliotnbiu (Otilitie) 
Etglish 20 I Erglidi fireratitre - Beoimi!f to Xeoclassicisrti reIecot$wnce) 
.\lath 190 Pritic~pla of.\fat/rairoricsfor the Elementary .Scliool Teadin (Otrfitrej 
Philosophy 10 1 Itrtroditnioti to Pliilo~oplty (Telecmfnetue) , 
N m  
-COYYUNllY COUEGE 
Take a closer look. 
- 2 ,  
0 
\\ Built for the Autobahn. 
And your wallet. 
0 
/- 1 
I 
m* 2 . X Y o u  expect G e h a n  engineering to deliver a vehicle with a 150hp 5-cylinder engine, 170 Ibs-ft of torque, 4 standard airbags' 
1-1 for 48 months- vi for 48 months"' p q  limited wamnty 
I 
c d u m b # ~ ~  
4109 SubMon Avenue, T m c e  
(25q 635-5717 
Visit w . c a  or call 1-800 DRNE VW for more infomation 
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’History lesson 
Y\jONNE MOEN helped lead a group through the Kitsumgallum Cemetery, also called the pioneer cemetery, Aug. 6, providing brief 
vignettes on some of the people buried there. Volunteers have worked hard to improve the surroundings there. 
Smelter to be modernized 
ALCAN HAS announced it’ll spend approximate- 
ly $2 billion to modernize its Kitimat aluminum 
smelter, ending years of speculation as to what the 
company had in mind for the ageing facility. 
The modernization will make the facility the 
third largest aluminum smelter in North America, 
producing around 400,000 tonnes of aluminum a 
year. 
The current smelter produces approximately 
250,000 tonnes of the metal and has a capacity to 
produce up to 272,000 tonnes. 
“After the completion of this very significant 
project, Alcan will produce more aluminum than 
ever before in the history of Kitimat,” Alcan pri- 
mary metal, Asia Pacific president Marc0 Palm- 
ieri said in making the Aug. 14 announcement. 
He also confirmed that the smelter would em- 
ploy around 1,000 workers for the long-term. 
“Thra“’S less than the workforce now at Kitimat 
but Palmieri expects a coming wave of retire- 
ments to buffer any thoughts of job losses. 
As many as 1,500 temporary jobs would be 
created during the peak of the construction phase, 
Kitimat-based Alcan official Paul Henning said. Carnpbcll. 
The plant wiil immediately begin preparations The announcement also ends speculation as 
for the rebuild, Henning explained. to what Alcan will do with a long-standing offer 
Depending on union and government agree- from B.C. Hydro to buy power at less than market 
ments, the construction could begin late 2007 or rates. 
early 2008, he’said. The power was intended to replace what would 
The first phase of construction, which includes , have been lost when Alcan was blocked from at- 
two potlines and the buildings they are housed in, tempts to construct the Keniano Completion Proj- 
would be complete by 2009, he continued. ecl in the 1490s. , 
“To start those two up we have to close down Kemano Completion would have provided the 
lines seven and eight.” company with more hydro power but at the cost 
The final phase of the project would be coni- of taking more water from area rivers, leading to 
plete in 201 1. criticisms from environmental and other groups. 
“The aluminum sector is a highly competitive, But Alcan officials now say that since the 
global business. With this investment, Alcan has cheap power offer from the province would expire 
sent a clear message that they believe B.C. is a . in 2023, it  would not have provided the company 
critical part of the company’s future and success,” with the kind of long term assurance it needs. 
said Premier Gordon Campbell of the announce- And they say Alcan won’t need as much pow- 
ment. er to run its post-moderiiization smelter as first 
“This is more than just an investment; it’s a thought, meaning the cheap power from the prov- 
major vote of confidence in the people of Kiti- ince isn’t needed. 
mat, the future of the Northwest, and recognition In fact, Alcan will continue to sell power to 
of the strength of B.C.’s investment climate,” said B.C. Hydro once its smelter needs are met. 
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F ISTRATIOON. JOIN NOW 
- SAVE $30.00 
(Terrace) 4907 Lazelle 
Tuesday 530 pm 
Valid for a limited timo at participating mooting locations. Not valid for At Work mootings and 
Online subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS is a registorod tradomark of Woight 
Watchors International. Inc. 02006 Weight Watchers International, lnc. All rights rosowod. 
Chevron 
Bigger. Faster. Better. 
Chevron Commerical Cardlock 
We are pleased to announce the completion of 
the upgrade to our S m i t h ? ,  B6 Cardlock 
located at 3100 Tatlow Road. 
Bigger cardlock with satellite pumps, 
Faster authorization time, 
Better high speed pumps! 
I 
News InBrief 
Outdoor items taken 
THIEVES made off with several recreational modes of 
transportation in three robberies over the last weekend 
in July. 
’A blue 12-foot Prince Craft Ungava alurninuni boat 
with a 1 5-hp Yamaha outboard motor attached was sto- 
len from the Lakelse Lake area July 29. 
A green 1996 Kawasaki 400 Quad was taken from a 
Cottonwood Crescent residence July 28. 
On July 27. someone stole a 14-foot alurninuni boat 
with %two-foot wooden scction atta’ched to the bottom 
from; rcsidcnt of Beaver Crescent. 
UNBC president here 
NEW University of British Columbia presidelit Don 
Cozzetto and his frimily itre i n  thc area for ;I first look”at 
the surroundings iuld to mcct with il variety of people 
The family was in Fort St, Janics, Burns Lakcrand 
Sniithcrs on Monday iind i n  ihc Hazclions, hcrc and io 
Kitiiiiat yesterday. 
Tomorrow thcy’ll he i n  Kitimat and i n  Princc Rupert 
followed by il hop hcrc again toinorrow and a trip to thc 
Cozzetto became UNBC president on July I ,  replac- 
ing Cliarles Jag0 who had bccn president for 1 1  years, 
the length of time the university has been i n  existence. , 
Niiss Valley. 
C a r h’i t s barrier 
A DRIVER from Houston, B.C. s:nashed his car after 
losing control on Old Lakelse Lake road near Miller 
Street in Thornhill Aug. 7. 
Just after 1 p.m., the 20-year-old motorist crossed a 
small bridge in his 2004 Pontiac Sunfire, went off the 
road, dropped over a bank and crashed into a cement 
barrier in  a private driveway. 
Terrace RCMP, Thornhill Fire Department and the 
BC Ambulance Service responded to the accident. 
A female passenger in the car was taken to hospital 
for examination after complaining of back pain. 
There were three passengers in the vehicle from Kit- 
Police continue to investigate. 
imat and Kelowna. i - 
Restaurant robbed 
SOMEONE broke into the Pizza Hut on Lazelle Ave. 
sometime overnight Aug. 2. 
A Terrace RCMP officer on patrol discovered ;hat 
a window had been broken at the restaurant just before 
7 a.m. 
An investigation determined that liquor had been 
stolen from the premises. 
Police report that the incident is still under investiga- 
tion.. 
Gasoline ‘stolen 
TERRACE RCMP report that someone entered a log 
loader parked on the Williams Creek Forestry Road and 
stole 100 gallons of diesel fuel and a Kenwood TK760 
32-channel radio on Aug. 3. 
For this theft and for other crimes, those with infor- 
mation are asked to call Crimestoppers, at 635-8477. 
I 
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Missing out 
THEY'RE TALKING big numbers down in Vic- 
toria. Not money nowNthat the government has 
to those pro sports-like signing bonuses for public 
sector employees: But people. Here's the math. 
The provincial government estimates B.C. 
needs to"generate l,OOO,OOO workers over the 
next decade to fill job vacancies. It then calculates 
thai B.C. can provide 650,000 new workers all by 
itself. That leaves a shortfall of 350,000 people, a 
deficit the provincial government says will have 
to be overcome to some extent by immigration. 
When this notion came up in the spring in the 
pprovincial legislature, Skeena NDP MLA Robin 
Austin was quick on his feet. It's fine to talk about 
immigration, said Mr. Austin, but left out is the 
unemployment quandary in rural and remote ar- 
eas, particular'ly in native villages. 
1 the idea of a full-on employment gnd education 
For that, Mr.'Austin was labelled by some 
Liberal members of the provincial legislature, as 
being anti-immigration, The ironyowas that Mr. 
Austin delivered his comments with a distinctly 
English accent courtesy of his birth country. He 
then dubbed himself as the "anti-immigrant im- 
That anti-immigrant tag aside, .Mr. Austin's 
idea is one well worth pursuing. Unemployment 
rates in rural and remote areas and among native 
people are unacceptably high. There's a pool of 
potential labour being left untapped and not doing 
anything about it is a waste. 
What's needed at the outset is a concerted effort 
to improve literacy rates as reading, writing and 
basic math are the foundation for employment. 
Intensive skills training would then follow. 
Others hav& caught on. The armed forces, fac- 
ing a double whammy of retirements and a general 
ramping up of numbers, actively recruits among 
native people here. 
Now it's the turn of the province. And for that, 
it could turn to Northwest Community College. 
The college for years has been hammering home 
tion tra&hg, followed by defined skills training 
for the northwest. 
It has made some progress - the college's suc- 
cessful &nhg employment program is but one 
example of how a homegrown initiative can work. 
But the college could do a lot more given a solid 
commitment on the part of the province. 
The college has a network of campuses and on- 
the-ground knowledge ready for the task. Realis- 
t i d y ,  the northwest could fill just a small por- 
tion of that people deficit. While small in overall 
terms, it would have a huge impact here and be a 
big improvement for people in the northwest. 
I 
t wrapped up its big ticket labour contracts thanks 
I 
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i What was wrong, Mr. Austin continued, with 
I, plan to address this issue? 
i 
i 
I  migrant." 
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, that something must be done about job prepara- 
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WBSCRIPTIOPI RATES BY MAIL 
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Real change need<s real leadership 
I, 
THE TROUBLES of the Ter- the B.C. industry is in better issues. Together. they are deal- 
shape today relative to others killers. 
The region has to come 
race Lumber Company have 
spawned a reviiral of a very in Canada. 
old theme: a special economic But we must go further. together to construct a pack- 
zone for the northwest. A fibre tenure system in this age of serious incentives that 
That theme has now been province that provides fibre will be seen as the investment 
picked up by everybody from security to investors is a must. equivalent of the welcome 
labour unions to Roger Har- In the pulp business there's a wagon. 
r i s  and Bill Belsey who were, need for certainty around chip Once it has done that, lead- 
until last year's election, the, volumes and pricing, where ers in the northwest and else- 
MLAs for Skeena and the 1 the stability of fibre pricing where should press the prov- 
North coast. and supply is central to attract- ince should step-up efforts at 
The province is not likely to ing investment dollars. fundamental tenure reform. 
entertain special dispensation The province should now Doing so would further 
to the northwest today any- focus on fundamental tenure erode the main argument of 
more than it has in the past 30 reform. Doing so would fur- the US,lumkr lobby that we 
years. DAN VENIEZ ther erode the main argument are unfairly subsidizin, 0 our 
Why? Because while our of the U.S. lumber lobby that industry. 
transition zone is unique ir; sponsible. we are unfairly subsidizing Some in Terrace have as- 
sumed that you could have many ways, so too are other our industry. 
More to the point, it would a vibrant lumber industry in 
allow for the removal of a ma- the northwest without a viable 
Of the province with their 
pulp mill in Prince Rupert. uncertainty that has inhib- 
own challenges and head- 
aches. 
Is it not reasonable for them reforestation and On infrastructure in the woods. and ited the flow of investment to That is a very dangerous, 
to expect special consider- modernize ^the industry, not fallacy. The two are tightlyin- 
only in the northwest, but in ter-connected. ation, too? 
the rest of B.c., too. For that reason. when we 
The po1,itics of undertaking think about the future of the 
such dramatic policy shift are forest economy. a regional 
as risky as they are complex outlook is unavoidable. and in 
- for any government. But do- fact desirable. 
ing so would be a hugely sig- So. forget about special sta- 
a basic question nificant and positive signal to tus. That won't happen. I've 
capital markets, and that would got the scars to prove it. 
the litigation con- northwest to new in- greatly help the northwest. Focus instead on getti'ng 
In ow region, we have other your own house in order. Then tinue to advance. 
So far, Canada has been obstacles that need to be over- help the government drive 
come that include the high major policy change that will winning every ruling that 
counts. Doing anything to cost of trees. First Nation land help the province as a whole, 
compromise our legal gains through a claims, and a very onerous and therefore help you. 
and jeopardize the eventua! Dart Vettiez ir*as rlie CEO of 
recovery of over S5 billion in provinces. It.s the why Individually. these are,, big iVe\c* Skeena Forest Proditcts. 
> 
seized funds would be 
ne region needs major new 
investment to the tune of S1.2 
billion for asset moderniza- 
While this is a lare oe amount 
to finance by any standard, 
the hunt for solid investments. 
on that radar screen. Quite the 
opposite. 
for serious people to ponder is: 
is a PolicY and ' capital markets are always on 
It 
*is government and 
fly in the face of the softwood 
deal with the US. 
Even if a deal is not ratified 
represent a policy back flip for B.C.'s forest Sector is not 
by the parliament this_ What can we do to m&e the 
vestment? 
ernment has made great strides 
regulatory framework that 
is light years ahead of other 
Gordon Canpbell's 
property tax structure. 
Would they know who you are? 
IN A New Yorker cartoon. as 
a helmet-wearing apartment 
dweller pushes his bike past 
the fireplace on his way to the 
front door, his wife -standing 
u.ith one hand on a hip, the 
other resting on the back of an 
overstuffed living room chair 
-- says. "Take some identifi- 
cation wih you in case you 
die." 
That's good advice for any- 
one who bikes or walh alone 
expect anyone to know who I 
was, or how to reach my Pam- 
ily. Would a~iyont: bother to 
stop and see it' 1 needed as- 
sistance. or would they speed 
past. swinging wide io avoid 
denting nie furthcr. 
One thing 1 k n o w  for sure 
- within 15 minutcs of my be- 
ing late returning. my husband 
would phone our daughter to 
ask if I \vas ivith her. if she'd 
seen nie. or ivtiat else she niight 
as I do. I've often considered know about m y  t;udiiiess. 
carrying some identification -- 1 and keep things safe. I carry a Supposing m y  husband 
at the very least my name and went so far as to phone police 
black felt tip marker inside my suming they acted imniediate- 
helmet or on a folded note. to ly. that time lapst: could spell 
speed identification and para- the difference betuxen recov- 
medic treatment if I were ery and death. In cases of heart 
smashed by a truck aimed attacks. three hours is the time 
by an inattentive or impaired (alone or with the dogs). now rings in my son-in-law's in which adniinismtion of a 
driver. my intended route. and when I shop and home. clot-busting cinig is effective: 
I try to bike or walk daily expect to return. OR 70 degree days I might h e r  three houn. your chances 
staying within two miles of ~f I will & visiting OUT wear a light jacket with pock- of recover?, drop to zero. 
home. Still. that radius takes daughter's family. the time of ets designed more for style Even if I suffered a high- 
in a lot of streets where no one my r e m  varies depending than for usefuiness. I tuck way accident in front of the 
would know me if I needed upon the circumstances when tissues and Chapstick in my home of someone who kno\vs 
rescue. I arrive there: They may be slacks pockets. I may stuff my me. identifying a person sadly 
Neighbours and others gone: they could have visitors. money inside my sock rather mangled might not be so easy. 
afield are 110 doubt familiar Or we could chat longer than than risk ha\ing it escape shal- Certainly. no one would 
with my passing presence. A usual. Ln &at case. my hus- low pockets. I CW no iden- volunteer for the job. \ W c h  
few know whkre I live. Some band ohen phones while I'm tification. leaves police or first respond- 
might h o w  my name. Most, there to be sure I'm okay and SO what would the scenario ers - none of whom would 
because its pockets are deep 
packet of business cards from 
were sideswiped and flung into 
the ditch. checking my pock- 
ets would turn up my name. 
address. and previous phone 
number. The ,phone number 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
ambulance. or Nechako North- 
Coast for a roa&ill cleanup. 
Before s&ng Out. I always 
tell my husband ivhether I'm 
going out for a bike ride or a 
phone number written with \ my pre-retirement days. If I to report m y  absence, and as- 
check my pockets for Chap- 
stick and tissues. essentials. If 
I'm headed for a convenience 
store to buy rz Vancouver 
daily paper. a quart of milk. 
or a small \\.hipping cream. I 
take along sufficient cash. But 
, identification has never been a 
priority with me. though I've 
often thought it would be a 
sensible precaution. 
On cooler days when I 
wear my weatherproof jacket. 
I 
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Farm f rie-nds 
Age no boundary for willing workers on organic farms 
Stories by Dustin Quemada 
< 
TESS Tessier, above, gets friendly with a jersey cow at a Saltspring Island organic cheese farm earlier this year. Below, at right, Tessier behind 
c 
. the  wheel of her motorhome. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
: Seniors getodown and udirty 
TESS TESSIER is on a mission to reveal what 
she thinks is one of the best kept secrets in the 
country. 
The colourful, local 80-year-old is serious 
about promoting WWOOFing even though she’s 
getting used to initial reactions that are anything 
-WWOOFing has nothing to dowith dogs bark- 
ing, she insists. , 
“People say, ‘WOOFing? That mean you’re fits that bill. ’ 
going to have more dogs, Tess?”’ Tessier said. 
No. Tessier, who is best known for entertain- 
ing school children throughout the continent with 
her dogs over 30 years, is trumpeting W O O F  
-World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms. 
WWOOF is the world’s largest volunteer net- 
6 hours a day in exchange for accommodation, 
meals and the experience of a nev place. 
Tessier, a self proclaimed nomad on wheels, 
first learned of the network when she was living in 
Kaslo in 2004 and met a female WWOOFer. 
Since then, she has visited three participating 
farms - in Kaslo, Fort St. John and in Nelson, 
where she saw the program’s national coordina- 
tor, John Vanden Heuvel. 
It’s hard to tell which one of Tessier’s emo- 
tions is stronger: her overwhelming support of the 
idea or her frustrating drive to spread the word. 
“It’s a crusade now, more or less,” she said. 
What Tessier has been doing now for close to 
a year is selling the notion and her target has been 
seniors. 
“Seniors don’t know about this because there’s 
no awareness about it,” Tessier said. 
She thinks seniors are ideal candidates to take 
the opportunities afforded at the 600 WWOOF 
farms nationwide that typically host younger 
workers. 
“These are all young people trying to get back 
to the land ... some of them can’t tell a weed from ‘ 
a herb,” Tessier said. 
perienced hands.” c 
Grandma Tess, as she is affectionately known, 
says she’s an ideal candidate to promote a return 
to the land because she’s got her health and be- 
cause she’s lived “organically” all her life. 
E!t% not just org,anic,farming - it’s a lifestyle, 
Tessier continued. “The key is changing lifestyle 
Tessier is still seeking sponsorship to offset 
gasoline-costs and may have to scale down her 
cross country aspirations to a tour of six to eight 
farms. 
And the tireless Tessier doesn’t stop there. 
In May, she travelled to a Saltspring Island or- 
ganic farm where she met CBC Radio personality 
Arthur Black in an effort to have her campaign 
turned into a documentary film. Whether that hap- 
’ 
‘ 
but serious. c “What ( W O O F  hosts) are looking for are ex- but people don’t want to change.:’ , 
One local senior, 69-year-old Stan Brazeau, 
“I have as much to offer, maybe a little bit 
more - I have something to offer to younger farm- 
ers,” said Brazeau, a big man with an even bigger 
smile. 
The self-proclaimed jack of all trades grew up 
on a farm in northern Alberta before coming to 
I .work that connects willing yorkers! with i - t * . * ,  orgaftic . TeFayq i~ 1967. pens$ pepding. - \  i ,  !-;’,,!> ..‘ , . [  ” ’ ’ - I = ’  
‘ farmers in 43 countries. Workers’help for 4 to ‘$’m:goo6 withamy hands,” said Brazeau, who ‘ 1 .  , - . , . a  . , . . . I .  , 
worked as a heavy duty mechanic, a farmer and a 
class one driver before retiring. 
Brazeau was planning on WWOOFing in 
Kispiox this year on the farm of David and Kathy 
Larson but had to put that on hold due to cataract 
surgery. 
Kathy Larson, who normally has volunteer se- 
niors do non-physical activities such as picking 
berries, had hoped to take advantage of Brazeau’s 
experience to tinker with some of the old machin- 
ery on the couple’s farm. 
Brazeau’s enthusiasm is just the kind of reac- 
tion Tessier hopes to spark as she plans to take her 
message across the country. 
She lives by one of the mottos adorning the 
front of her motorhome: health is wealth. 
Many of the seniors she’s talked to about 
WWOOFing say they’d give up all their wealth 
for their health. 
Farm network grows nationally 
THE MAN in charge of the Canadian WWOOF 
network says he appreciates all the exposure the 
program gets but it isn’t necessary. 
John Vanden Heuvel said he doesn’t need to 
advertise because the number of farms enlisting 
in the network continues to grow. 
And he should know. Heuvel, who has been 
the national coordinator for 25 years, said word 
of mouth from WWOOF hosts and volunteers is 
primarily the way interest has spread. ’ 
Volunteers range in age from 17 to 70, says 
Heuvel with the bulk in their 20s and 30s. 
Very few volunteers exceed 60 years of age but 
Heuvel doesn:t discount Tess Tessicr’s efforts to 
drum up interest in  WWOOFing from seniors. 
He describes potential elderly farm volunteers 
as an “unsourced, undiscovered potential public 
sector group” that could find the WWOOFing 
experience a fulfilling option during their rctirc- 
ment. 
Heuvel recalls a 7 a.m. broadcast of a CBC 
Radio interview he had that resulted in a spike 
i n  interest and calls’from seniors, though the 58- 
year-old says that was likely because their demo- 
graphic is more likcly to be up and listening to the 
radio at that hour. 
Whatever the age range, Heuvel says the net- 
work’s appeal is multi-dimensional. 
‘‘It’s not just a helping exchange but a cultural 
exchange,” Hcuvel said. 
: Kispiox homestead draws int’l workers 
’ 
YOU DON’T have to travel 
far to find a pair of WWOOF 
’ hosts who have embraced 
, the idea of hired help on 
their organic farm. 
David and Kathy Larson 
, operate a federally-certified 
organic farm, along with 
a bed and breakfast, in the 
a picturesque Kispiox River 
Valley in the Hazeltons. 
. Kathy Larson, 55, initial- 
ly heard about the WWOOF- 
ing idea from a tree planter 
five years ago while she was 
cooking on a contract for 
. planters in the spring. One 
’ of them told her about her 
sister’s experience volun- turned their garden into “a 
teering on a farm in Italy. work of art’’ and baked cin- 
Rvo years after that, she namon buns. 
says she looked on the Net, Romain Pitra, a French 
sent in the membership guest, worked tirelessly 
money and joined WWOOF building fences, planting 
Canada. crops and tilling the fields. 
“His work was worth $20 
return for the small invest- an hour -- the value’s amaz- 
ment has been immeasur- ing,” Larson said. 
able, says Larson. Of course, not every 
“It’s invaluable ... I can’t guest has been ideal. She 
What she has got back in ~ 
put a monetary value on it,” 
she added. 
She fondly recalls indi- 
vidual volunteers that have 
come from France, Belgium 
and Japan, among other des- 
tinations. 
In exchange for room and 
board, the couple gets four 
to five hours of work a day, 
six days a week. 
Not only would they put 
in their time on the f m , b u t  
they would enrich the family 
with their unique talents. 
Tomoko Kurihara, the 
young Japanese woman who 
stayed with them for 10 days, 
FRENCHMAN Romain Pitra helped the Larsons by 
cutting wood for fences. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
says a pair of young men 
from Winnipeg were com- 
pletely out of their element; 
each had five pieces of lug- 
gage, cellular phones and 
portable music players. 
“I would’ve put them 
back on the train if I could 
+have,” Larson said with a 
laugh. “Other than them [the 
volunteers] have been abso- 
lutely fabulous.” 
With >plenty of recre- 
ational activities for their 
volunteers to enjoy outside 
of working hours, their farm 
seems a popular one. 
“Yesterday was the first 
day since early June that we 
haven’t had a WWOOFer 
staying with us,” Larson 
s+d last week. 
One of this summer’s 
volunteers went on hikes, 
swam in the river, volun- 
teered at the Kispiox River 
Music Festival and visited 
the Ksan Village Heritage 
site. 
There are also horses to 
ride, the river for fishing 
and rafting, a nearby lake 
for swimming and plenty of 
hiking in the area. 
Lhson says she and her 
husband have received calls 
and e-mails from some of 
their past volunteers. That 
is proof to her that the cul- 
tural exchange has lasting 
benefits. 
“David and I would love 
to go WWOOFing our- 
selves if things ever slow 
down around here,” she 
added. 
? 
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Listen up, Christians 
Dear Sir: 
Why did these women along the Highway of Tears 
disappear? The answer is always, “because they were 
hitchhiking.” Maybe that is not the real problem. Maybe 
i t  should be. “because they were picked up be the.wrong 
persons.” 
I’ve talked to many hitchhikers who relate horror tales 
of standing i n  the cold, the rain, the wind and the hot sun- 
shine for hours while hundreds of cars whiqzed by. The 
longer they stand-out there, the more IJkely they are to be , 
picked up’ by the wroni person. 
i f  they were promptly given a ride by the right person, 
the chances of thciii getting that fatal ride would be re- 
duced to almost nil. People don’t hitchhikc for fun. They 
need lo go somewhere and this is’their only way to get 
thcre. 
Tlic fact that young woiiicn continuc to hitchhike de- 
spite all thc danger simals shows that need, and that they 
have no ready altcriiattvc, 
NOW tlierc is ii resource. Staiistically our population 
contains 35 per cent practising Christians. That means 
over a third ol‘ the people traveling thc Tears highway 
daily are horn again Christians. subject to one of the most 
direct and unmistakable instructions included in the bible 
by Jesus himself. The essence of Christianity is “love the 
Lord” and “love thy neighbor as thyself.” 
When Jesus was asked to define “neighbor”, he told the 
following story. (Luke 10). A Jewish man was traveling 
on a trip from Jerusalem to Jericho, and he was attacked 
by bandits. They stripped him of his clothes and money, 
beat him up, and left him half dead beside the road.’By 
chance a Jewish priest came along, but‘when he saw the 
man lying there, he crosscd to the othyr side of the road 
and passed him by. A temple assistant walked over and 
looked at him, but he also passed by on the other side. 
Then a despised Samaritan came along, and when he saw 
the man, he felt deep pity. 
Kneeling beside him, the Samaritan soothed his wounds 
with medicine and bandaged them. Then he put the man 
on his own donkey and took him to an inn. where he took 
care of him. The next day he handed the inn-keeper two 
pieces of silver and told him to take care of the man. “if 
his bill runs higher than that”, he said “I’ll pay the differ- 
ence the next time I ani here.” 
“Now which of the three was a,neighbor to the man 
who was attacked by bandits?’ Jesus asked. The man re- 
plied, “The one who showed him mercy.”Then Jesus saip, 
“Yes, now go and do the same”. 
If all Christians driving the highway were to commence 
their neighbor-loving duties, and not “cross to the other 
side of the road and pass by,” no young lady should ever 
be at the roadside for more than a few minutes. What if 
northern preachers and priests were to remind their flocks 
next Sunday of their duty to their neighbor as so clearly 1 
prescribed by their master. , 
What if every vulnerable hitchhiker was quickly and 
safely conveyed to their destination? We might say there 
could be some inconvenience or even risk to the driver. 
Well, the parable covers that angle in great detail. If all 
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Dear Sir: 3 i 
I am frustrated and concerned with the lack of action 
our RCMP members take on dealing with aggressive or 
dangerous dogs in the rural areas. i 1
I’ve had two occasions in the Gossen subdivision where 
i 
out of the driveway as I waswalking with my one ;fnd hdf i 
The second time i t  headed right for the wagon that my 
jaughter wassitting in. I wasn’t even near the dri 
sf the house. I was still down the street. My little, 
md it attacked her. Through lots of screaming 
[ managed to chase the dog back into its yard 
I have to admit that I lost my temper withsthe owner of 
he dog. He had the nerve to tell me that I should keep‘my 
jogs at home, and then I wouldn’t have a problem .with 
lis dog. 
kpatcher didn’t understand why I was calling.’ The dog 
iidn’t bite my daughter, so what’s the problem? The dis- 
Iatcher kept on telling me that I was in the wrong too be- 
:ause I didn’t have my dogs on leashes. There is no leash 
aw or dog control bylaw in my area and that the fact that 
ny dogs were off leash had nothing to do with the,inci- 
lent that took place. She hesitantly took down my name 
ind number and said that an officer would call. . 
An officer did call and said he would find out the name 
,f the owner of the dog and talk to him. Abbut 20 niibutes 
ater, the member called back, saying he called the owner 
Ind instructed him to make sure that the dog was on a 
eash when off the property, and told me that I had to have 
ny dogs leashed as well. That was the end of that. 
The officer called the owner. Boy, I could have done 
hat, too. It would have been more effective if the owner 
vas visited. I understand the RCMP are very busy. ?’he 
CMP ensure safety in communities right? I can tell you 
iy complaint would have been taken more seriously if 
was in the jurisdiction of the Thornhill 'him 
y-law. 
There are a lot of people who have reported dangerous 
ogs and nothing has been done about them. The longer a 
lind eye is turned to these owners and their dogs the big- 
er the problem gets. 
It’s sad that from now on I will walk with a golf club 
y my side, ready to pound the next dog that comes out at 
le and my daughter. 
A German Shepherd c,an do a lot of damage to a child. 
guess I am the only one who will prevent,this type of 
icident To the from owner happening of the again. German Shepherd: Remember 
le, the girl with the two golden retrievers and the‘black 
xker  spaniel. And the golf club. , 
Angela VanderBoon, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Have golf club, will walk 
the same dog, a male German shepherd, came charging 
i 
:; spaniel, who is my daughter’s shadow, jumped in front of he dog. The dog’s attention turned to my cooker spaniel 
Q 
, 
I called the RCMP dispatch to report the incid ,I 
- 
About the Mail Bag ij l 
i x The Terrace ‘standard welcomes letters. Our address 
‘ 3210 Clinton St.. Terrace, B.C. V8G SR2. You can , 
uc us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ I 
4 
irracestandard.com. No attachments, please. Nme, 
ddress and phone number fequired for verijication, 
j 
i 
I 

- Disappointed -- with coverage 
Uear Sir: 
I'm shocked and dis- 
mayed that our local news- 
paper was unable to put 
together a more supportive 
show of photographs and 
stories that portrayed the pa- 
rade that went through town last weekend. 
Where were the pictures of the vkterans who opened the 
parade, or the pipe band? 
Where were the pictures okthe native float, the horses, the 
moto-cross guys doing their thing, or the demolition cars? 
Where was the picture of the little boy jumping up and 
down with excitement because the fire trucks were coming? 
Where were all the other 
photos taken of the parade, 
and of the people watching 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Ma i I B ag 
where * e I z d 2 t e r  wer  the photos t e parade, of the
group of athletes that came 
to show off their expertise on their dirt bikes, the salmon 
barbecue, and all of the other activities that were arranged 
for our entertainment? 
And at the end of the day, the fireworks didn't get a men- 
tion. How sad. 
, Gill Fairbairn, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Bikers should stay ,.off the sidewalks - - Dear Sir: 
To everyone who rides bicycles - the sidewalks are for 
walking, not bike riding. 
You do not havc insurance on your bicycles, therefore if 
YOU cause someone to be hurt, you can be charged.Paying 
for that person's medical that could last a very long time. 
I f  i t  is a child tliat is hurt, just think, you are cndangering 
other people that walk on the sidewalk. Young or old, it is 
the same thing. They should not have to get out of the way 
so you can ride your bike on the sidewalk. 
Motorcycles, ski-doos and go-karts have the same law to 
follow: they are not allowed on the sidewalks. 
The police and the city should enforce that law more than 
they do. The police should crack down more on the laws 
than worry about coffee at Tim Hortons. 
It's getting so bad that if you want to talk to a police 0% 
cer you go to Timmy's, that is where you will find the police 
officers, not just one but four or five at a time. 
What happened'to the saying we always get our man? 1'11 
put in the saying the police use - maybe next time I'll catch 
my man. Is that what the law is coming to? , 
This is just one person's idea of what the police think. I 
remain a caring Terrace resident. 
David Lamke, Terrace, B.C. 
i 
Let's see fish farm harm proof 
Dear Sir: 
Mr. Andrew Williams, the chair of the Friends of Wild 
Samon, in a recent letter to the editor wrote that foreign com- 
panies, which operate many of the salmon farms in B.C., 
also operate in Norway, Scotland, Ireland and Chile. 
Mr. Williams makes a very serious charge. He wrote the 
companies ... "have a long and current history of pollution, 
disease outbreaks, huge fish escapes and sea lice infestations 
"of wild fish stocks.** 
That's pretty frightening stuff. But then it's supposed to 
- 
be. Those outrageous claims are right out of the Book of 
Protests as preached by David Suzuki and others. I think that 
Mr. William should provide written, peer-reviewed proof 
from independent and government scientists in the countries ~ 
that he has listed that his charges are true. 0 
Furthermore, I would like to see. his scientific facts to 
prove his statement "that directly links salmon farms to the 
decline of wild stocks in the Broughton." 
Stuart Morrison, 
' Kelowna B.C. 
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peas approve 
.Kitirnat LNG 
ort liquefied natural gas (LNG) to a ter- 
transport through a pipeline to the rest 
nt has cleared the final hurdle of the approval 
I ; Federal environment minister Rona Ambrose gave the 
, p j e c t  the final green light this month. It has already re- 
, ceived provincial approval. 
’. . ‘ W e  are thrilled to death,” said Patti Schom-Moffat from 
! Ki tha t  LNG (KLNG), the company set up to build the proj- 1 ect. ‘We had every confidence it was coming though.” 
The reason the company felt confident was that the fed- 
: eral and provincial environmental assessment agencies had 
worked closely on this project, Schom-Moffat explained. 
’, Provincial approval was granted June 6. 
Schom-Moffat admitted that she thought the time he- 
tween announcements would be shorter. ’ 
:It did seem to us that it was longer ihan it needed to be, 
but we are just happy to have the approv&,” she added. 
During the approval process Haisla, provincial and fed- 
eral endorsements were necessary for the survival of the 
project, she explained. ‘I 
With all three now ‘secured, agreements with suppliers 
k d  buyers can be finalized. ‘ o 
But Schom-Moffat pointed out it usually fakes the better 
part of a year to work out an agreement with a supplier. I 
In fact, in order to get a jump on the competition, KLNG 
began courting both suppliers and buyers months ago. 
On June 25 KLNG executives brought 38 perspective 
world to the proposed site at Beese 
nefits of the location. 
we’ve got a very strong argument that Kitimat is 
gateway to the North American market and the Alberta 
the factqthe project is currently running six 
onths behind the original schdule, it is still the LNG proj- 
ac t  closest to becoming a reality on the west coast of North 
‘‘If you look at the map, it is absolutely pimpled with pro- 
sed LNG projects,” Schom-Moffat said. “It’s a race and, 
while we didn’t come in as early as we would have liked to, 
we’re still first.” 
’ 
Rival LNG projects include Westpac in Prince Rupert 
and Bradwood Landing near Knappa Oregon. 
Westpac is projected to start operations in 201 1 and Brad- 
wood Landing in 2010. 7 
KLNG is scheduled to come on-line in 2009. ~ 
As for construction, Schom-Moffat said not to expect a 
Burry of activity right away. Next month a temporary dock 
, 
a 
’ 
om-Moffat emphasized. 
1 
’ 
willbe installed aCBeese Cove so the materials and equip- 
j 
lent needed to build the regasification plant can be brought 
B the site. Site preparation will take place in the fall with 
mtruction expected to start in the new yea. 
..I . 
THE( GREA;T NORTHERN 
SALMON CLASSIC 
” 
Western Canada ’s Largest Non-Invitational Fishing Derby! 
August 1st to September. 15th, 2006 
’Prince Rdmert. British Columbia 
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Advocacy group 
short of cash 
O I, 
c , 
A LOCAL, volunteer social 
services agency is applying 
for a federal charitable tax 
number. 
The move will help it 
attract corporate and other 
grants and donations, said 
Gerry King, who has been at 
Skeena Advocacy for Every- 
one (SAFE) since its start. 
It's already a non-profit 
society but a tax number will 
help it raise money to k_eep 
going, King said. 
"We're down to $31 in 
our bank account," added 
King. 
The agency supplies as- 
sistance and advice for peo- 
ple who deal with social ser- 
vices agencies and others. 
"After 25 years of advo- 
cacy for the elderly, women, 
youth, disabled and others 
to help them navigate the 
bureaucracy we're almost 
financially unable to con- 
tinue," said King. 
SAFE does receive assis- 
tance from its Tillicum The- 
atre building landlord and 
others but requires a core 
amount of4 money to keep 
' Gerry King 
operating. 
It's IIOW holding a ritffle, 
something it  hasn't done 
since the early 199Os, said 
King. 
He said cuts in grant 
programs by the provincial 
Liberal government have 
hurt SAFE'S ability to offer 
services. 
"Th'ere's just nothing for 
social justice issues," King 
added. 
It was dryin July 
IT WASN'T 'quite a desert, but Terrace in July was signifi- 
cantly drier than usual, according to Environment Canada. 
Total rainfall for the month was almost four times less 
than expected at 14.5 mm compared to the normal 52.7mm. 
And though no records were set, temperatures hit or were 
above 30 C on three days with a high of 3 1.5 C on July 22. 
The average daily high,of 22 C and daily low of 12.1 C 
were also almost one degree higher than normal. 
The month was windier than usual as well with 21 days 
of wind exceeding 30 km/hour and a peak wind of 57 km/h 
on July 6. 
Environment Canada expects the next three months to 
continue with the trend of above normal'temperatures and 
below normal precipitation. 
The northwest in general has had a moderate summer 
when compared to other areas of the province which have 
experienced lots of sunshine and consistently high tempera- 
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' I  I . . . .  . . ........ .......... I >  ....... , ........ Seafest : ............. 1: ........ ....................Prince Rupert' ~ June 8.- 11 , . 
Midsummer Music Festival ........................... Smithers ................................ ..June '23 -. 2 
Crabfest Music Festival ................................. Gingolx / Kincolith .................. June 30 - July 1 
Edge of the World 'Music Festival .........'.......Q ueen, Charlotte Islands July 7 - 9 
Atlin Arts and Music Festival ....................... Atlin ......................................... 1 '  July 7 - 9 
Prince George Folkfest: ...... .: ......................... Prince George .......................... July 28 - 29 
Peace,Coun'try Bluegiass Festival ................ Dawson Creek ......................... July 28 - 30 
Riverboat Days ................................................ Terrace ..................................... August 4 - 1 1 
Grizfest ............................................................ Tumbler Ridge ........................ August 5 - 6.,, . .  
Championships ........................................'.....:Taylor , ,. :............:..........:'August 5 - 6 
Udderfest Fringe Theatre Festival ............... Prince Rupert ....'...... t.. ...: ......... August 9 - 13 . . . .  
Dawson Creek Fall Fair and Rodeo' .............. Dawson-'Creek ........................ August 9 -' 13 
Prince Geortge Exhibition .............................. Prince George ......................... August 10 - 13 
Summerfest ................................................... Prince George ......................... August I)? . . .  
Bulkley Valley Exhibition ............................... Smithers ................................... August 24 - 27 
, .  
. ,  
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World Invitation Goldpanning 
il 
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" * I 
For more information on these events or a complete 
list of local events call: i -800-663-8843 0 
BRITISH 1 
or visit: www-NorthernSignatureSeries.com COLUMBIA 
The Best Place on Earth 11 A 
. . .  
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Parade, Wednesday Aug. 23,7 pm 
Bulkley Valley Agricultural L Industrial Association 
OrthoticTechnician f A Liquids or jells are either being thrown 
f away or placed in baggage that will be 
British police and security officials al- 
lege those arrested were going to blow up 
checked,, says airport manager Laurie aircrafts en-route between Britain and the 
United States. 
Flights were disrupted last weekafter the' 
orthotics NOTE Your medicdl m 
"Passengers can re-pack items if they 
' ~ h ~ ' ' ~ ~ d  Brown. arrests were made. 
MONUMENTAL EVENT, MONUMENTAL DEALS! ~ - - 
n 
I SILVERADO REGULAR CAB I SILVERADO CREW CAB 4x4 
3 
SMARTLEASE' I PURCHASE PRICE: PURCHASE PRICE' I 
purchase financing on virtually all 2006 
0% FINANCING OFFER 
NOT AVAILABLE ON $18,698 ISX REGULAR CAB PER MONTH 30 MONTHS $2.880 DOWN $34,988 $348 &SECURITY DEPOW 
195-HP 4.3L V6 VORTEC ENGINE 
5-Speed Manual Transmission 
ABS Brakes 
40/20/40 Split Front Bench 
Tilt Steering 
CHEYENNE MODEL 
285-HP 4.8L VB VORTEC ENGINE 
Dual-Zone Climate Control 
Remote Keyless Entry 
wi th Overdrive e PassLockTM Security System Automatic Transmission with 
TowlHaul Mode 
4-Wheel Drive wi th ABS Brakes 
Locking Differential 
Cruise Control 
Power Windows. Locks 
9 Tilt Steering 
and Heated Mirrors 
MURRY, I T S  THE ONE YOU DON'T WAMT TO MISS, With 0% purchase financing and huge deals on our award-winning vehicles, there's never been a better time to buy a Chevrolet. 
CHEVROLET. CANADA'S  # I  SELLIHG B R A N D  
NOW AT YOUR BC CHEVROLET DEALERS. gmcanada.com l-BM)-GM-DRIVE. TMO2005. VANOC Used under License All Rights Reserved 'Based on a 30 month lease for 2006 Silverado Cheyenne Crew Cab 4x4 R7C A down Payment Or trade Of $2.880 is required. Total obligation is $13,333 option to purchase at 
end is $21,991 plus applicable taxes. Other lease options are available. to% purchase financing for 36/48/60 months on approved GMAC credit only Offer IS unconditionally interest-free. Down payment and/or trade may be required Moiithly payment and Cost Of borrowing will vary depending on amount borrowed and down 
&ample: $10,000 at 0% APR. the monthly payment is 5166.67 for 60 months. Cost of borrowing is SO. Total obligation is S10.000 0% purchase financing for 36 months is available only on 2006 Cobalt and 65 Pursuit 0% purchase financing for 48 months IS available on virtually 211 other 2006 Chevrolet Pontiac and GMd 
models. 0% purchase financing up to 60 months is only available on 2006 Canyon, Colorado. 1500 Silverado 8 Sierra Pickups. Avalanche. Tahoe. Suburban, Yukon & Yukon XL 0% purchase financing excludes the following 2006 Chevrolet. POntiaC. Buck and GMC models: Solstice, Optra5, Optra Wagon, Malib,, L S ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Lucerne 
Corvette, SSR, 2WD TrailBiazer 8 Envoy models, Express & Savana (passenger, cargo and cutaway). 1SX & 1SA Regular Cab C/K Pickups, and Medium Duty Trucks (including GMT560 Family 283 & Tilt and W-Series). 'tSFreight included License. Insurance. registration, PPSA, administration fees and taxes not Included, Offer~pplies 
the lease of 2006 new or demonstrator models, dealer order or trade may be necessary, and applies only to qualified retail CUStOmerS in BCNukon Dealers are free to set individual prices. Limited time offer which may not be combined with other offers. See your participating GM dealers for conditions and details, OWhichever f,rst, 
I 
Call MacCartthy Motors at 250-635-4941, or visit us at 5004 Highway 16 West, Terrace. [License #5893] 
‘ 
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Ex-MLA tackles forest safety 
by reviewing work practices 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN for,” says H&s. Steve Hunt’who sees the PO- be important factors to con- 
“It may be recommen- sition as a political appoint- sider in terms of implement- 
ROGER HARRIS Will be- dations to other regulators ment and one which does ing those systems in a safe 
0 gin his first formal review as such as ICBC or WorkSafe not hold any “real” power. manner. 
B.C.’s forest safety ombuds- on how they certify people.” But Harris is confident “As we get into those new 
man. H&s was appointed the work of the ombudsman harvesting techniques, how 
, The review will look at B.C.’s forest safety ombuds- may well shed light on areas are we going to make sure 
training and certification, man by the B.C. Forest Safe- where changes can be made . people have the skills?’ he 
St industry ty Council which represents to improve the safety record says, addiiig the review does 
plies to fall- virtually every sector of the in the forest industry. not necessarily mean it is a 
ers and truck drivers - two forest in_dustry. He says as the industry fault finding endeavour:) 
occupations which have ex- The position has drawn grows to include new har- Harris concedcs this first 
perienced high rates of se& fire from people such as vesting methods such as review may well be a test of 
ous injuries and deaths and Steelworkers Union official eco-based logging there may the capability of his oflicc. 
which continue to pose risks 
to workers. 
EX-MLA Harris expects 
the review to be broad reach- 
ing and will include groups 
, which may not necessarily 
be expected to be included 
in such a review. 
“Obviously I have to bc 
unbiased, I have to talk to all 
the players.” he says. 
“Hopefully what will 
come out of this is guidance 
for some of the non tradi- 
tional partners.” 
That includes federal 
agencies responsible for cer- 
tifying truckers. 
Hams says in many 
cases truck drivers may be 
certified federally to oper- 
ate a truck on highways and 
streets, but there is no train- 
ing for logging or other re- 
source roads. 
Nonetheless many new- 
ly certified drivers may 
find themselves working 
in exactly those areas once 
they’re eligible to work. 
Harris says training and 
certification is directly linked 
Mackenzie Kilgren Wayne Winn 
Kaylee & Kirsten Anderson Helen Hemel 
Luke’ & Ben Stephensen 
. 4  
Thank you to the following businesses for the Prize Donations: 
Canadian Tire, McDonalds, Dairy Queen, Mis ty  River Books, 
Pizza Hut, City of Terrace Leisure Services, Wal-Mart, 
“ the Winners 
Skeena Valley Rotary 
Treasure Hunt 
Kolby Belanger 
Terrake Bowling lanes, and Zellers. 
And for help with the props and parade, a big thank you to: 
Skeena Concrete, Beverly Hills Trading Co., 
, Ted Ramsey and Peter Nicolson, Ken‘s Marine 
Safeway and Bryan Gascon. 
Concert in the Park 
i 
Friday - August 18‘h I 7:OO pm 
George Little Park Bandshell 5 
by the library in TERRACE, corner of Kalum & Park St. 
FREE! BRING YOUR FAMILY & ENJOY! 
(Bring a chair or blanket!) 
Sponsored by 8keena:Bulkley Valley CHP 
- 
to safety in the forest indus- 
try and effective programs 
are critical to reducing the 
number of serious injuries 
and deaths in the sector. 
” 
“The level of profession- 
al expertise directly impacts 
every aspect of the business 
and, especially, safety per- 
formance,” he says. 
said the increasing number 
of unskilled workers is be- 
coming a problem in the in- 
dustry. 
I Hanis will compile a re- 
‘port complete with recom- 
mendations once the review 
is complete. 
“ R e  c o m  mend  a t  i o n s 
within that envelope may be 
made to the federal or pro- 
vincial government on how 
they fund training programs 
so they are actually getting 
the results they are looking 
Many contractors have ’ 
Transport 
study 
wanted 
SKEENA-BULKLEY NDP 
MP Nathan Cullen wants 
studies done on the transpor- 
tation link between Terrace 
and Kitimat. 
Those studies, to include 
safety reviews, are needed 
because of the growth of eco- 
nomic development projects 
in the area, the MP said. 
He’s already spoken with 
federal cabinet minister Da- 
vid Emerson who controls 
the purse string on the high- 
budget Pacific Gateway plan 
to improve transportation 
connections in B.C. 
“I think the fcds are fo- 
cussed on Vancouver and 
Prince Rupert more right 
now,” Cullen explained. 
Federal money will be 
made available for port 
, studies in Kitimat and Bella 
Coola as well, he added. 
But one study said he 
felt should have already oc- 
curred is on the rail link be- 
Cullen explained he 
wants a study conducted 
because Encana has begun 
transporting condensate, a 
thinner mixed with oil SO 
it flows through pipelines 
smoothly, along that route. 
“It’s the transport be- 
tween Kitimat and Terrace 
that’s a concern to me,” he 
said. 
“Why we haven’t had a 
study on the impact of con- 
densate on the Skeena is 
irresponsible of the govern- 
ment.” 
Cullen added he is in 
favour of the study on the 
possibility of a port in %ti- 
mat for goods that don’t fit 
into containers, but noted 
the project is “in its infmcy 
still.” 
’ tween Terrace and Kitimat. 
Dollys and Cutthroats in KitsumkaIwpw= L-n- 1 1 1  mu - Alias Names 
gI Surface Area to Kitsumkalum Lake and 
ninc along the lake’s eastern 
:., Therelare a few TU$- 
ped boat launches on this 
, Kitsurngallurn Lk. 
Kitciimoallrim 1 ake i t  hnc Ciinnlf-mpnt n i ih l ichd hv I Kalum Lake Drive also leads KalumLake 
1969 Hectares 
(4,865 Acres) 
Maximum DeDth -.---- I----”” 
139.9 metiis 
(459 feet) 
“ J  I-..””... fy.””..’ Y”..”, 1. ..”” Y “rr.”. ..”.. c y “ Y .  .“.a”.. 
itsumkalum Lake is a good fishing for cutthroat Fisheries and Oceans as well 
Terrace. Special regulations apply 
large, deep lake about trout and dolly Varden. as the provincial regulations .--.I 
25 km,f north of before going after salmon. J,AKR Arrffss short 
Lake or 
K 
u 
est Kalum Road leads side of the lake but current 
to a forestry recreation statlip nf tharn i,,llnchPP i n  
Kalum for salmon and anglers There is no current stocking. 
should consult the program for Kitsumkalum 
B C F r e s h w a t e r Lake but there is one histori- site located On the south unkn 
Pinantan Lake were released 
.... ....” .-.-. 
NOT1 
and repor 
A 
- -  
i a .  .I.. I e..- “.“..a 
fishing this lake drop by the Kitsumkalum River, 
a local tackle shop then turn right (north) 
/ \  
01 
a 
W 
-PI 
s 
rir 
a 
and talk to one West Kalum Road. F O ~ ~ , ~ ~  gets locked aZter 6 p,ll 
their shop this road for 27 km to the 011occa~siott. 
Forest and into the H~ F~ Caution: Do not use this Skeen.a&akes 
map for navigational 
purposes. This map may 
not reflect current condi- 
tions. Uncharted hazards 
may exist. Base Map 
O P r o v i  n c e  
recreation site. 
of British a 
Columbia. 
0 The 
Angler’s 
Atlas, 2006 
1 U J  
0 2 Kilometres 
2 Miles 
,I 
I! 
@, 788 down 
paymentor 0 
equiva/ent trade 
purchase , 
finance from 
4.9% (OAC) 
purchase price 
“30,210 
Terrace Toyota 
I, , .  
A m h 6 2 -  
Toyo’s Ilght truck radlal built 
to exceed expectstions for 
durablllty, tractlon and ride 
comfort. New tread rubber 
compounds are combined 
with an aggressive block 
design and “wave1’ sl’s do 
ensum excellent trecflon 
and braking in a variety of 
road and weather eondh 
fions. 80,000 km wear out, 
wanan$ on t l ~ l p  metric anti 
millimetric sizes. ‘ 
NElD . 
ENTERPRISFS ’Your Recreatk? Specialists” L’I 
MERCURY ‘ E RACE’S 8 HONDA NEW D-R 
PARTS SALES e SERVICE 
CUSTOM BUILTBOATS % r  
Licensed Technicians 
4921 Keith Ave., Terra&’ 
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(Rupert fish derby draws fire 
for i’mpact on area tourism 
N o R T H E  R N‘ 
Terrace 6 District S A  V I N G S  Credit Union C I L ii I f  tJ h I O  h 
ing derby for the past four femes,” he said. “One type 
years, think a rekional fish- of traveller that goes up the 
ing derby would have been highway and back is the 
more fair. fishers.” 
“We can’t compete with Each community along 
something like that,” Mait- Highway 16 should benefit, 
land said of the Prince Ru- because tourists are “doing 
pert derby. “We don’t have the same thing - stopping 
a zillion dollars worth of for meals, fueling up, stay- 
prizes.” ing at hotels,” Wishart said. 
Kitiniat’s 19th annual As for a regional derby, 
fishing derby runs Sept. 2- the logistics of managing 
3, with top prizes valued at “a large-scale event would 
about $3,000. have been too difficult, he 
ecutive director of Prince With the high stakes up 
Rupert Tourism, that city’s 
tourism agency, says the 
city’s fishing derby was 
meaht to benefit the region, 
not just the city. 
“Wc arc trying to replace 
the independent tourists that 
would be travelling to and 
from Rupcrt to catch the 
/ 0 
But Bruce Wishart, ex- added. 
~y SARAH mns 
ORGANIZERS OF a major 
Prince Rupert salmon fish- 
ing derby are under fire for 
creating what, critics call an 
. unsustainable event that is 
competing with local der- 
bies and hogging govern- 
ment money intended for the 
entire region. 
“My personal feelings are 
fithat we got short-changed,” 
’ said Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce 
president Glenn Kelly. 
Called the Great North- 
‘ em Salmon Classic, Prince 
Rupert’s fishing derby runs 
from Aug. 1 until Sept. 15. 
It is the largest non-invita-‘ 
tional fishing derby in west- 
em Canada and has prizes of 
The derby was made pos- 
sible with $250,000 from the 
Northern Fund Management 
Committee, a group orga- 
nized this summer to manage 
almost half a million dollars 
the province invested in re- 
gional tourism promotion. 
The committee was set 
up to cover losses in tourism 
dollars due to the Queen of 
the North ferry sinking this 
past spring. 
“Prince Rupert will ben- 
efit,” Kelly said: “What did 
Terrace get?’ 
“And the derby is not 
what it should be either,” he 
added. “The department of 
fisheries and oceans won’t 
let commercial fishers fish 
for Coho and now. every 
man, woman and child can 
go out there and kill Coho. 
Kitimat city councillor 
Joanne Monaghan has simi- 
lar feelings. 
“We are supposed to 
be working together in the 
northwest and that one com- 
up to $100,000. 
’That’s crazy.” 1 ,  
Terrace & District Credit Union Legacy Fund 
As part of the merger agreement between Terrace & District Credit Union and 
Northern Savings Credit Union, a legacy fund of $61,000. has been created to 
honor the 61 years that Terrace & District Credit Union served the 
citizens of Terrace. 
Proposals are being sought from the citizens of Terrace to determine the best 
,way to use these funds to enrich our community add provide a legacy for the 
former Terrace 8 District Credit Union. If you or your organization have a 
suggestion or proposal, please forward it in writing to either branch of: 
Northern Savings Credit Union 
Tony deviveiros, Branch Manager 
4650 Lazelle Avenue or 4702 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, BC V8G 1S6 Terrace, BC V8G 1T2 f1 
Submissions will be accepted until 
Credit Union Day, Thursday, October 19, 2006 
The Legacy Committee will consider all submissions. 
For more information please contact either 
Nirmal Parmar (635-3583) or Jim Steele (635-6905) 
CI 
I 
Glenn Kelly 
I 1  
munity is being greedy about 
it all. Why give to one com- 
munity and not to others?’ 
she said. 
Monaghan and Paulinc 
Maitland, who has helped 
organized the Kitiniat fish- 
for grabs, i t  was important 
to localize the event for bet- 
ter control, he said. 
Wishart said organizers 
have been and will continue 
to work closely with the fed- 
eral Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans to monitor fish 
stock numbers. 
MLA cans 
.. fish trip 
SKEENA NDP MLA Robin 
Austin has abandoned a plan 
to take his ,legislative aqua- 
culture committee to Nor- 
way for Aquavision 2006, 
the aquaculture industry’s 
most important international 
annual convention. 
Taking all 10 of the com- 
mittee’s Members of the 
Legislative Assembly and 
staffers would simply cost 
too much money, Austin 
said last week in his capac- 
ity as chair of the group. 
The committee has been 
holding hearings on the 
fish farming industry, has 
commissioned an economic 
analysis of the industry and 
had been thinking of a trip , 
overseas to see how other 
countries manage fish farms 
and the like. 
Airfare, accommodation, 
meals and the like would 
swamp the budget of the 
committee, which is looking 
at the aquaculture industry in 
I 
20&E Dodge Camvan 
Canada Value Package 7 ll of a e  year - 
Your best price 
$145942’ MMP: . slp95 - UMPLOE PRICE DISCOUNF ’ 1 , O a  ,IC 
Fuel consumption: 
City: 12.2L/100 km (23 mpg)A Hwy: 8.2LI100 km (34 mpglA 
Plus hbht of $1,200 I 
2006 Dodge Gmnd Camvan SXT 
MSRP: $39,850 
- DEUERYALLOWMCE: ZS,OOO 
- EMPLOYEE PRICE DISCOLNF 23,632 
Your , <  Lease: I 
I $367’ PER MONTH FOR 
24 MONTHS WITH 
$3, 500 DOWN PAYMENT OR 
EQUIVALENT TRADE, ,) 
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT 
0% LEASE APR. YOUR BESTPRICE $ 
OF THE YHR: 3a218’ Fuel consumption: 
City: 13.4L/100 km (21 mpg)A Hwy: 8.7L/lOO km (32 mpg)A Plus hbht of $1,200 
this province, Austin added 
in indicating an expensive 
trip of this kind would be la- 
belled as a junket. 
As it is, it would cost $254 
a night for a single room at a 
hotel right next to the con- 
ference location, which is in 
Stavenger, Norway. 
Instead Austin and his 
committee will question 
provincial civil servants who 
are attending the conference 
with provincial fisheries 
minister Pat Bell. 
2006Dodge Ram I W  I 
I Your Lease:; Quad Cab” ST4x4 , 
MSRP: 238,945 
- EMPLOYEE PRICE DISCOUNF $3- 
- DELIVERYAUOWMCE: ‘ Z m  
$297’ PER MONTH FOR 
24 MONTHS WITH 
$2,800 DOWN PAYMENT OR 
EQUIVALENT TR4DE. 
$0 SECUR~W DEPOSIT YOUR BEST PRICE $ 0% LEASE APR. 
OF THE YEAR: 33,079’1 t 
Plus hbht  of $1,225 \ I  3 
“We’re already paying for 
them to go so it makes sense 
to speak to them when they 
get back,” said Austin. 
The committee will also 
speak to DeoDle at the Nor- 
wegian c&&tion and else- V I S I T  Y O U R ’ C H R Y S L E R  . J E E P ,  @ , D O D G E  D E A L E R  O R  A s k D r L c a  
where via teleconferencing, 
a use of technology Austin 
said is efficient and afford- 
able as opposed to travel- 
Austin’s committee will 
resume hearings in the fall 
and is now pondering tech- 
nical data on the fish farm- 
ing industry. 
It plans to release a pre- 
liminary report on the indus- 
try later this year. 
Commercial fishermen 
and recreational anglers 
have criticized the industry, 
saying raising fish in closed 
pens breeds disease which 
then affects wild salmon 
populations. . 
ling. 
/ ’  . 
I I 
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1 BUSINESS REVIEW 
, Gov’t, chiefs ink wood deal 
MEMBERS from various 
dtanyow house groups 
have signed a deal with the 
province providing $2.1 mil- 
lion over five years and the 
option to apply for a 86,000 
cubic metre forest tenure. 
The agreement is consid- 
ered F major achievement 
by the many chiefs of the 
Gitanyow, who live north of 
,Kitwanga on Hwy37 North. 
They says it recogniz- 
es the Gitanyow Huwilp 
(Houses) and territories, 
as well ’as> outlines ways to 
m-anage logging on those 
territories. 
‘This agreement will 
pave the path for our new 
’beginning, and will set the 
foundation of how we work 
together with other govern: 
ments for the future,”? said 
Godfrey,Good (Simooyghet ’ 
Gwinuu), 94, a Gitanyow 
hereditary chief. 
The agreement commits 
the province to revenue- 
sharing of $357,000 per year 
from the sale of wood and 
the development of alterna- 
tive benefits. 
The,,rest of the $2.1 mil- 
lion $11 pay for a joint re- 
sources council between 
the province and Gitanyow 
to manage the ag!eement, 
reforestation, outstanding 
silviculture work and water- 
shed restoration in Gihnyow 
territories and reforestation 
in the Nass’timber supply 
area. ~ 
The parties also agreed 
to stop, any logging in the 
Hanna-Tintina watersheds 
until March 31 2007 and to 
develop a joint sustainable 
1 
HAS MOVED 0 NEW LOOK 0 NEW LOCRnON 
AGGIE BRIGHT (Wahtakhayetxw), was one of a group of Gitanyow hereditary chiefs 
to sign a forestry agreement with provincial forests minister Rich Coleman, on the 
right. It’ll provide jobs and other benefits. SARAH ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
I 
Y 
1-3 RM. TOUR OUR NEW FACILITY 
COFFEE DONUTS *,DRAWS PRIZES First Nations, granting ac- cess to more than 17.5-mil- 
lion cubic metres of timber 
and sharing approximately 
$123.5 million in revenue. 
Closer to Terrace, the 
Tsimshian villages of Kitse- 
las and Kitsumkalum have 
also signed forestry agree- 
ments with the provincial 
government to provide jobs 
and other benefits. 
resource management plan nificant step forward in our 
for Gitanyow territories by relationship with the Gitan- 
the same date. yow,” said provincial forest 
In signing the agreement, minister Rich Coleman who 
the Gitanyow acknowledge signed the deal on behalf of 
they have, been acconimo- the province, 
dated with regard to the “It’ ends years of legal 
change of control in Skeena action, and helps bring eco- 
Cellulose’s forest licences, nomic stability to the north- 
ending litigation that began west.” 
in 2002. To date, the province has 
reachedagreements with 109 “This agreement is a sig- 
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About 
Success on attaining 
For the month of July 
“Platinum Award” Paving 
work 
starts 
WORK HAS st,ped to re- 
pave two sections of the 
Nisga’a Highway. 
A 5.3km section leading 
north of Deep Creek will be 
repaved while preparation 
work is taking place on the 
2.8km stretch from the in- 
tersection of Hwy16 and the 
Nisga’a Highway up Kalum 
Hill to Halliwell Ave. 
That second section will 
feature a bicycle-walking 
path, says Brian Krause of 
Terrace Paving which has 
the contract for the work. 
“I think people will be 
really happy when it’s fin- 
ished,” he said of the path. 
Krause expects all of the 
work to be finished by mid- 
September. 
The overall project cost 
is $1.72 million and Terrace 
Paving’s contract is worth 
$1.235 million. 
Dr. Nick Can, MD, FRCSC, Plastic surgery 
Dr. Frances Jang, MD, FRCPC, Cosmetic Dermatology 
Skinwarks is the premier cosmetic clinic in Xincouvcr. 
It is the only combined Plastic Surgery and Dermatology clinic 
in BC. Skinworks offers the full range of tlerniatology, I:iscr 
skincare, and cosmetic surgery. Together, Dr. Carr :ind Dr. J:iiig 
have over 30 years experience in cosnietic tre:itiiicnts. 
At Skinworks, we make you look good on the outside...so 
you canfeel good inside ... and that’s a beautiful thing! 
0 Convenient lliurshy surgcrics for our out of to\w siiry? y i r n t r  
4 Coniplinicnty breast consultations vir plionc (ffl { .9il I 
FUI nngc of osmetic fa as tic surgery 
‘Snrlcs” breast Enl~anccnlcnt 
Na’asal Suqer). 
e uody Contouring and Ahlominopbt), 
We offcr: 
’ F a d l  Rcj~vc~tion 
* ~ O X / G P  ti Wrinkk Fillcfi 
* Wr llair Rcnlo\.al 
* An1i.a ing Trcrtnients 
0 Acne frcatnlcnfs 
All our skincare products are now available in 
Temce and across Canada!  hey can bc ortlcrctl on-Iinc :it 
wwwskiiiworks-storc.ca or by phone 604 737-7 100. Frame 
Dermatology consultations: 
Dr. Frances Jang (604) 737-7100 
Plastic Surgery consultations: 
Dr. Nick Carr (604) 733-9711 
3568/3578 West 41“ Avenue, Vancouver, DC 
skinworks.ca 
. 
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Flndlng answers. For life 
MANY THANKS TO ALL OUR 
GENEROUS SUPPQRTEWS ‘ opens 
, WHEN NORTHERN Photo 
shut its doors earlier this 
year, Shannon Brett, an em- 
ployee of six years, decided 
to open her own custom 
framing shop. 
A Place to Frame is now 
I open next door to Northwest 
Specialty Foods. 
In addition to custom 
framing, Brett is operating a 
portrait studio, selling prints 
and down the line she hopes 
Brett will also offer loca- 
tion photography. 
The first time business 
owner is excited about open- 
ing her own shop. 
“I have clients that have 
followed me over from 
Northern Photo,” says Brett. 
‘‘I don’t know what I would 
do without them, and they 
did have a part in urging me 
to do this.” 
1 to offer in-stock frames. 2001 * 2005 
Buick Allure 
AK, Cruise, CD 
’ NOW$21,995 
USED VEHICLES 
MacCarthv Motors f Terrace 1 Lfd. 
5 - I  - _ _  - I I 
1 .,,=#30==e2=3m26 5004 Hwy. 16 West, Terrace 0 635-4941 “THE BRIGHT SPOT ON HIGHWAY 16” 
i f 
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Out-of-towners fail to return 
because of fees: local analer 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 16,2006 - A1 5" 
SPECIAL LATE NIGHT SUBSIDY OPENING I 
For child care subsidy information, forms and help with submitting your application 
Skeena Child Care Resource & Refe 
Wednesda Au . 16th & Child Care Resource & Referral 
Thursday, l u g .  Q71h 
1O:OO a.m. - 9:OO p.m. 
The Famil Place 
4553 Par Ave. (Above Pyramid] 
Terrace 
K i t h a t  - Skeena ' 
Wednesday, Auj. 16th 
1O:OO a.m. - 9: 0 p.m. 
#5-5 2 8 Moun ta inview Square 
Kitimat 
1 
/ 
2006 MAZDA3 GX 
'I WITH AIR CONDITIONING $189 * 
- 0 R -  - A T -  1 o%&E' 
Wrm$3,005 DOWN PAYMENT & 
TOTAL LEASE OBLIGATION OF $7,541 
$0 SKUWrnr DEPOSIT 
PER MTH FOR 24 MTHS 
PURCHASE O%+ FINANCING 
FOR 24 MTHS 
, 
I 2006 MAZDA6'GS-I4 1 
" LEASE FROM 
- 0 R -  $258' -AT- ' OtR LEASE 
Wrl'H $3,075 DOWN PAYMENT & 
TOTAL LEASE OBLIGATION OF $9,267 
$0 SKURCCY DEPOSIT / I  
PER MTH FOR 24 MTHS 
CYtt 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 48 MTHS 
> 
2006 MAZDA RX-8 GS $390 I I 
* 
- 0 R -  -AT-  8:PR LEASE 
' 
%ttt 
PER MTH FOR 24 MTHS Wrm $3,995 DOWN PAYMENT & 
TOTAL LEASE OBUGAION OF $13,547 
B o  
PURCHASE FINANCING 
FOR 48 MTHS 
$0 s€cllm DEPOSIT 
63 www.mazdo.ca 
EXPERIEN~E EMOTEON EM MOTEORJ AT YOUR BRITISH COLUMBIA MAZDA DEALER. 
3026 H w ~  16 E Phone 250-635-7286 oinu  I 
READY@TO ROLL sz POINT PRE.DELIVERY I N S P ~ I O N  ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM MOA LEADERSHIP WARRAW*ASJK ABOUT OUR o u m ~ . i c o a b  COMPREHENSIVE AND WWERTWIH WAmm c o v E m .  
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’HARLYNN u TOEWS 
In town 
hat iown’do you live in?’ our 10- 
year-old asked the four-year-old. 
We were on the ferry to Haida W Gwaii, and there was ample time 
for the two boys to find that plastic dragons and 
knights went a long way in bridging the age differ- 
ence. We were tourists, the new friend was return- 
ing to his home on the Charlottes. 
“No,’ the,little,boy replied. 
Son persisted, thinking the little kid did not 
understand. “No, I mean, what is the name of the 
town you live in?’ 
“No,” he said again. 
After some mighty confusing back and ,forth 
along these lines, the islander clarified: “I do not 
live in town.” 
Now, we are accustomed to people at least nam- 
ing the nearest town, like, “Just north of Terrace” 
or “Near Telkwa.” 
As we drove around the island for the first time 
ever, we understood the little boy’s answer. 
When a single commercial building between 
QCC and Masset is jokingly referred to as “down- 
town Tlell” we could see how you could live not in 
town and not near any town in particular. 
When 1 was abo.Jt ten, my family motored from 
Steinbach, Manitoba, a town then of about 5000, 
to Herbert, Saskatchewan, to visit relatives. As I 
told my friends about our upcoming trip, many 
exclaimed that they, too, had relatives in Herbert, 
Saskatchewan. , 
A long hot dusty pre-air-conditioning drive 
later, we crossed the Manitoba border. Mile after 
mile, hour after hour, nothing but cows and crops 
and well-scattered farm houses. 
I was dreaming of a large frosty root beer from 
A&W, or maybe they’d even have a Kentuckj 
Fried Chicken outlet! Then, finally, we were there. 
“This is Herbert!!?’ I exclaimed, as it consisted of 
the hotel-cafe-gas station-store-post office -- and 
no more than a dozen houses. 
How could so many of my friends have rela- 
tives here? Well, if the nearest town is Herbert, and 
the family farm is only 30 miles away as the crow 
flies, you and yours are from Herbert. You have a 
Herbert PO Box Number, and apparently, a lot of 
relatives in the Steinbach area. 
More recently my little family took the ferry 
across Francois Lake, south of Bums Lake. It is 
only 20 minutes, and it is free! You land at Soutli- 
bank, and proceed up a long steep hill to Danskin, 
then onto gorgeous Grassy Plains. Then there’s 
picturesque Takysie Lake, then another 20 minutes 
to our campground at Ootsa Lake. 
One day I tried to access the wireless internet at 
the cafe at Takysie: no luck. The proprietor thought 
the Visitor Info Centre in Southbank would have a 
computer we could use. Kid and I stopped at the 
Grassy Plains store for treats, where we asked 
about the VlC in Southbank. 
“Yes, that’s right, I think they have internet ac- 
cess there now. And there’s thrce computers in the 
library i n  town.” 
“Oh, great!” wc said, and wcnt down the long 
steep hill.  At the Southbank VIC thc young staffer 
apologctically pointed out the internet connection 
to the shiny new coinputer was not yet hooked up. 
“Okay,” I said. “Can you tell us where the library 
is?” 
She looked at me strangely. “There’s no library 
here.” 
I was shocked: why would those nice people 
in Grassy Plains lie to me? Or how could they be 
so mixed up? We were going to head back to our 
camping spot when I spied a Canada Post sign in 
the window of the cafe across the street: no inter- 
net there. 
I said to kid, “Well, I’m going to ask at theVisi- 
tor Info one more time,’’ and went back inside. “Hi, 
me again. Can you tell me where the closest place 
might be for public access to the internet?’ 
She said, and I quote, “Well, there’s a library 
in town.” 
Now it was my turn to look at her strangely. 
“But you just said there’s no library here!” 
She replied, “That’s right, but there’s a library 
in town.” 
I took a deep breath and said, “Please say the 
name of the town.” 
She looked surprised: “Bums Lake.” 
Growing up in small town southern Manitoba, 
it was fun to buy clothes from nearby Grand Forks, 
North Dakota or the Big Smoke: Winnipeg, 40 
minutes away. “Where’d ya get that?’ would be 
answered, “In the States” or “In the City.” 
Now Steinbach is a bustling city, with thou- 
sands of newcomers. I can only imagine their con- 
fusion when asking a long-time Steinbacher, “Hey, 
where’d ya get that?’ only to be answered, “In the 
City.” 
AMGJ. 4-11, 2006 Sarah Artis, Dustin Quezada and Margaret Speirs photos 
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CITY SCENE f/ 
Clubs & pubs 
ARTFUL CUP: Open mic nigh Saturdays. 
HANKY'S: Tues. karaoke. free foosbal W e d .  
karaoke, free pool/rhurs. college games night/ 
Fn.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. All you need is your 
instrument because there's sound equipment. 
lighting, a drum kit and all the amps you'll need. 
LEGION B U N C H  13: Meat draws Saturdays 
starting at 4 p.m. 
, GEORGE'S: 
Visual :Arts 
Etc. 
Heritage Park Museum offers guided 
historical tours of Terrace Wednesday afternoons 
starting at 1:30 p.m. from the museum grounds. 
Admission is $5 and it  comes with a historical 
book keepsake. For info call 635-4546. 
-- - 
Wednesday through Saturday. 8 limited. Call 635-4546. ed historical tour. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
SEE Janine Hamming in Ma Lambly's at Heri- 
tage Park Museum. Tonight's is the third to 
last showing. FILE-PHOTO 
Theatre 
The Terrace Art Gallery presents two August 
shows, featuring part I1 of the annual members 
exhibit until Aug. 26 and the celebrity art auction, 
with more than 100 original and unique miniature 
works featuring the art of noted Terrace artists. 
members of the Terrace Art Association and local 
celebrities. The public is invited ro view the work 
from August 4 to 18. On Friday, Aug. 18, d l  pre- 
bids taken will be reviewed and announced prior 
to live bidding'at 7 p.m. The Galleryjs located in 
the basement level of the Terrace Public Library, 
4610 Park Avenue and oDen afternoons from 
Heritage Park Museum launches its third 
run of Mu Larribly S, its popular one-act historical 
drama stamng Janine Hamming. on Wednesday? 
in August. All shows start at 8 p.m. with the doors 
opening at 7:30 p.m. Tickets can be purchased 
at Don Diegos or at the George Little House. 
Advance and door tickets are S12. Seating is 
LOCAL Chantal Meijer explains some perti- 
nent Terrace history to visitors during a guid- 
WE NEED... 
Audition and informution meeting: 
AUGUST 16TH 
E30pm ut the McColl Pluyhouse 
rruce Little Theatre) 3625 K u h  Sf. 
Our official ticket outlet i s  _ -  
Standard 
Ci-F-i-P 
#113 - 471 6 Lazelle Ave 
i 
c.. 
' ,  
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVINB VHE NORTHWEST 
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
PROMPT AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
FOR ALL OF THE NORTHWEST 
PH: 250-6351 1265 
'Our OfJices are Open 
to Serve you! 
Terrace Ofice 104-47 10 Lazelk Ave 
Terrace BC V8G 1T2 
Phone: 250 638-7906 
Fax: 250 638-7926 
Kiritnar Ofice 2#A City Centre 
, Kitimat BC V8C 1TG 
Phone: 250 632-9886 
Phone: 250 632-9883 
Etnaii: robin.austin.mla@leg.bc.ca 
Stop by or reach us by phone! 
Robin is working hard to 
bring the concerns of Skeena 
residents to Victoria! 
Robin Austin, MLA 
Skeena 
Open: 
Tuesday to Friday in Terrace 
Wednesday to Friday iii Kitiiiiat 
I COMMUNITY EVENTS week. Morning sessions from 10:30 a.m. to, noon 
MONDAY, AUG. 14 will be for 5- to 8;year-olds and afternoon sessions 
The , Terrace Amnesty International Action from 1:30 to 3 p.m. will be for older children form, 
Circle will be'holding its first annual meeting on 9 to 12 years. Call the art gallery at 638-8884 and 
Monday, August 14, at 6 p.m. at the Artful Cup. All ask for Amy or Cydney. 
' interested persons are welcome to attend. This is 
the meeting where you will be most able to have The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
your say and influence the direction and process of cancer support group for family and friends 
the group and its activities. We will be planning film meeting every second and fourth Thursday of 
nights and activities ,for the upcoming academic the month at 7 p.m. Next meeiing is Aug. 24. The 
year, do some housekeeping as well as election of cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's open 
officers. For more info go to: www.terraceamnesty. Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet access 
.dsrhome.com or by e-mail: terraceamnesty@ for cancer research is available. For information 
dsrhome.com or by phoning Shelby at 635-4226. about emergency aid or peer support programs. 
call 638-8583. 
PSAs 
The Good Food Box distribution day is Thursday, The Terrace Emergency Shelter hosts Bannock 
Aug. 17 at 6 p.m. Families who have signed up & Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
need to pick up their box at the location they shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
signed up for. Locations are: Skeena Kalum 5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers for 
Housing (461 1 Haugland), the Skeena Health Unit meal preparation always needed. 
Auditorium (3412 Kalum) and Thornhill Primary 
School (3860 Paquette Ave.). Cali 638-1863. A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
the second and fourth Wednesday of each month 
The Terrace Dragon Boat Society is a proposed from 4 3 3 0  p.m. now in a new location (room 280 
group looking for interested parties with a goal of of the public health ,building on Kalum St.). The ~ 
purchasing a dragon boat for Terrace. Interested meetings are open to survivors, family members' 
people are asked to attend a meeting at the and service providers. For more information, call 
Terrace Arena banquet room on Tuesday, Aug. 15 Mark at 638-1 818 or e-mail mark-braininjury@ 
at 7:30 p.m. For info call Darryl Tucker 635-4778 yahoo.ca 
or Carol Leclerc 638-6228. 
The Artful Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
Rotaract Club of Terrace Skeena Valley is now knitting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
up and running and is looking for new members and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
between the ages of 18 and 30 who are interested teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. 
in making a difference in Terrace and around the 
world. The club will meet on the first and third Soup Kitchen, operating every Monday from 
Wednesday of each month at 7 p.m. at the Coast 12-1:30 p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
Inn of the West. For info call Kelly at 635-8843. 3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Cali Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Terrace Branch B.C. Schizophrenia Society 
and Northern Health present Family to Family, Terrace Toastmaster will be'takirig a summer 
a free 12-weeb course for families of persons ,, break for July and August. The regular meetings 
with: depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, will resume at 7:30 p.m. Sept 13 at the Terrace 
anxiety disorders, ovsessive-compulsive disorder firehall meeting room. New ,members and old 
and personality disorder. Learn the skills to cope. ones welcome in ,the fall.. If you are interested in 
The one-night-a-week course, starts Monday, ' coming to a meeting call Bob at 638-0923 or Rolf 
Sepi. 18 from 7-9:30 pm. at the Stepping at 635-6911. 
Stone Clubhouse. To enquirehegister call Eileen 
Callanan at 635&620. Seating is limited. Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group Society seeks prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
new members to help provide the vital services for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested , 
within the community. Membership fees are only please phone 635-4862. 
S5 a year. Fees can be waived for lower income 
persons. Come to the group's office at 4628 Park Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every,night of 
Ave. For info call 635-4631. the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdavs at the education room at the hospital. 
, 
li 
The Terrace Public Library is offering "extreme" 
fun with its Summer Reading Club. General 
registration for this year's club is open - come by 
the library and pick up a reading club package to 
begin recording your summer reading. Registration 
for the fifth week - "Extremely silly stories" - of 
themed activities begins July 31 'and spaces are 
limited each week. Call or visit the library and 
don't miss out on cool activities and prizes. Call 
638-81 77 for details. 
Heritage Park Museum is open for the summer 
season from 10 a.m. to 6 pm., seven days-a- 
week. Site tours are available four times a day and 
a number of special events are planned for the 
summer. The museum will also offer two walking 
tours and Ma Lambly's, its one-act historical 
drama Wednesday evenings through August. For 
information. call the museum at 635-4546. 
Support After Suicide support group monthly 
meetings have been cancelled. Assistance 
with grief is still available from others that have 
experienced a suiddral death of someone close. 
Talking and 11s f:llng to others about their 
experiences lessens the burden and eases the 
pain. For support & info call Joset at 638-1347. 
The George Little House flea market is every 
Sunday from 8 a.m. to noon. Buyers and sellers 
needed. Call 638 8887 for more information. 
I 
The Terrace Art Gallery again offers a summer 
of fun and art for children aged 5-12 with its 2006 
Children's Summers Art and Crafts Program. 
Cydney Rusch and Amy Warner have returned 
and are working on a variety of projects and art 
related activities over the next seven weeks. A 
large variety of artistic mediums will be explored. 
The program Fins until Aug. 18 for three days a 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Sweet Adeline's Pacific Mist Chorus holds choir 
practice at Cassie Hall School's music room on 
Thursdays from 6:30 to 9 p.m. For info, call Vic 
635-6905 or Trudi 635-0056. 
The Kitsumkalum Prenatal Program is dedicated 
to offering support and enhancing positive 
lifestyle and nutrition choices before, during and 
after pregnamy. Donations of baby or maternity 
clothes for clients always accepted. Please call 
Catherine at 615-8132 for info or pick-up. 
The Terrace Writers Guild meets the last 
Tuesday of every month at Cafenara. Network with 
other writers, and share goals, markets and tips. 
Newcomers welcome. Call Sarah at 638-8899. 
Terrace Big Brothers anb Big Sisters are people 
who have found a rewarding and meaningful 
relationship with a child. They spend a couple 
of hours a week opening up a new world of 
experiences for a child. It's easier than you might 
think to get involved. For info call 635-4232. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on district council call Lia at 635-3868. 
Does your loved one have a brain disorder such 
as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder. depression, 
panidanxiety disorder, personality disorder or 
OCD? For free information and /or support call 
Northwest B.C. Schizophrenia coordinator in 
Terrace at 635-8206 or toll free: 1-866-7877 
(FAM-SUPP). Or attend the Terrace Support 
Group on the third Tuesday of the month (except 
July, August and December) at 7:30 p.ni. at U107- 
A450 Greig Ave. 
L 
WE PICK UP PAPER, CARDBOARD, NEWSPAPER, 
PLASTIC, MAGAZINES, METAL AND GLASS 
i 
We wish to thank the following businesses for being 
environmentally conscious and recycling their waste materials: 
Terrace Standard, Arfful Cup, Graham Palmer s( Associafes Inc., 
Urban Colour, CUP€, TEDA, The Family Place, Central Flowers, 
Sidewalkers and Magellan Digital Mopping. 
Baby's Name: 
Hali Alec Ouellet 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 14, 2006 at 5 4 9  om. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 1 1  oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Tiffany 8 Jason 
"little sister for Sebastian, 
Chera & Dylan" 
Baby's Name: 
Shone David William Evons 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 20, 2006 ot 7: 14 p.m. 
Weight 6 Ibs. 6 oz. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Laura 8 Shone 
"little brother for Kelly, 
Megan & Kyran" 
Baby's Name: 
Brooklyn Marie Monsen 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 21 , 2006 at 12:22 p m  
Weight: 7 Ibs. I I oz. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Holly & Eldon 
Baby's Name: 
Edie Emily Ari McMillian 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 22, 2006 at 1259 a.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 5 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Harmony 8 Aaron 
"little sister for Tatiunna" 
Baby's Name: 
Zane Lucian Dylan Bevan 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 23, 2006 at 4:45 a.m. 
Sex: Male 
Parents: Barb & Andrew 
"little brother for Aizlyn 
& Phoenix" 
Baby's Name: 
Krystien Leigh McKay 
Date & Time of Birth: 
July 3 1, 2006 at 12:34 p.m. 
Sex: Female 
Parents: Krystal8 Edward 
"littie sister for Devon, 
Tanisha' Samuel & flathius" 
"little sister b r  Ashlee" 
ery, Pat Kirkaldy and Telus 
for your donations and again 
to all our members involved. 
To our Colour Party and that 
of Branch 250 Kitimat, good 
show comrades. 
I The Casino night went 
well, though we hope to re: 
vert back to a Friday night 
next year; everyone involved 
did a super job and everyone 
had a great time. Throughout 
the whole weekend, mem- 
bers Richard Green, Les and 
Debbie Sinnott, President 
Eric Johanson 
Former 
Safeway 
manager 
passes 
SERVICES WERE held 
Aug. 12 for Eric Johanson, 
a former Safeway manager 
here who passed away from 
cancer two weekends ago. 
Johanson, 54, was the 
second assistant store man- 
ger here from 1983 to 1985. 
He then moved to the Safe- 
way in Prince Rupert for a ‘ 
short time but returned in 
1986 to be the company’s 
store manager here. 
He left for a position in 
Victoria at the end of 1994. 
While in Terrace, Jo- 
hanson was known for his 
strong support of commu- 
nity projects. 
That included helping 
with Juanita Hatton’s Christ- 
mas food hamper program 
until she passed away in the 
early 1990s. 
Yvonne Moen said Johan- 
son, an early Terrace Beau- 
tification Society volunteer, 
was among a key group of 
supporters both through his 
store and personally. 
“He was very gcner- 
ous with his support,” said 
Moen. “When he came to 
Terrace, lie went out there 
and did what he had to do.” 
George Clark, another 
early volunteer with the 
beautification society, 
echoed Moen‘s remarks. 
“He was there first with 
Safeway - Safeway was a 
fantastic corporate booster, 
and then personally. He may 
Have worked for a major 
corpoktion, but he had a 
real small business attitude,” 
said Clark of Johanson. 
Johanson was also in- 
volved with the Miss Terrace 
pageant when it was operat- 
ing during his time here. 
Johanson was born and 
educated in Powell River, 
and started working for Safe- 
way there. It’s also where he 
met his wife, Janie. 
They had a son, Craig, 
and a daughter, Dana and, in 
the past year, became grand- 
parents when Nicholas was 
born. 
Johanson was most re- 
cently the manager of the 
Safeway store in Sidney on 
Vancouver Island. He re- 
ceived his 35-year service 
pin from Safeway in the past 
year. 
CMDE Ray Hallock represents Branch 13 at the River- 
boat Days Parade. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
Doug Misfeldt and Mary enjoy the entertainers. 
Ann Burdett were around to I t  all starts at 8 p.m. I n  thc 
see things went as planned, ,, near future, wc hope to have 
along with Mavis and our some special way for every- 
volunteer staff. one, old and poung to come 
As you can see Cmde out to the Br:inch and enjoy 
Bob Paulis and his crew the music they wiih to hear. 
got the front of the building So come on in and ask 
painted in time, but we still for information - you will 
need donations and above be surprised. 
all else some extra help to The Saturday jam ses- 
complete the job. We are sions will start up again in 
still hoping to make changes September with a very spe- 
to the interior, but we need cial one going on Saturday, 
your input. Sept. 23. Watch for the ads 
There are fonns that can on this onc, it’s going to be 
be filled in at the branch a dandy! 
- come on in and pick one General Meeting Tues- 
up. The roof leak in the store day, Sept. 12 at 8 p.m. 
room should be fixed soon. September Vcterans Din- 
On the entertainment ner Wcdnesday, Scpt. 20. 
scene, there is a karaoke Northwest Zone Mceting 
night on Saturday, Aug. Sept. 29-30. 1 
19. Everyone is welcome to WE SHALL REMEMBERE 
come and compete and/or to THEM 
website offers a fodm-for 
fruit tree owners to hire vol- 
unteer pickers to collect and 
then distribute the otherwise 
unused food to local food 
banks and organizations. 
The garden share website 
unites people who want tc 
garden but do not have the 
space with those with land 
but no green thumb. 
“(We are) trying to get 
things streamlined,” Hayes 
said of the work that has tied 
him to a desk for most of the 
internship at the Victoria 
non-profit organization. 
Hayes, who last year was 
the provincial Green Party 
candidate in the Skeena 
riding, is one of 15 interns 
around the country partak- 
ing in  the first round of 
Create Action, an initiative 
from the Canadian Commu- 
nity Economic Development 
Net work. 
L,c, -Create Action involves 
youths in economic devel- 
opment by placing them i n  
qrganizations for carecr-ori- 
cnted internships. The six- 
month placements arc open 
to 15 to 30-ycar-olds who’ve 
completed some form of 
posb-secondary education. 
The internships do not 
feel I’ like “make-work pro- 
grams,” Hayes said: “It’s re- 
ally hands on - it gets people 
creating economic opportu- 
nities within their own com- 
munities,” he adds. 
Hayes’s internship ended 
July 31 but his career with 
Lifecycles is only begin- 
ning. Hired to conduct eco- 
nomic research for the group, 
he credits the program with 
giving him a job in his field 
of academic study. 
“Working and getting a 
decent wage in the field you 
got your degree in and at 
the same time making a real 
impact on the community,’’ 
is what makes the program 
worth i t ,  lie said. 
Announ-cement !I - 
E Erika Langer, owner of 
i Royal LePa e Terrace/Kitimal 
delcomer 
Diaqa Wood 
Back To The Team Of 
Royal LePage 
Diana is back in the Business 
of providin excellence in the, 
I Real Estate. Diana took a short 
leave from the industry and is  E now Back and ready to Help all 
: her fast and Future Clients. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Service of 8 elling and Buying 
Call Diana 61 5-8582 or 635-2404.Office 
Our Growth in sales means manyscrtisfid 
home Buyers & Sellers in Term- & Kithot 
d 
ERRACE 4631 Keith Avenue Terrace, BeCe (250) 6354984 
OVE M FOR D Fax (250) 635-2783 Toll Free 1-800-463-1128 DL #554s 
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“HEAVY HORSES return to the fair this year” 
to see who can heave the biggest weigtit 
She’s new to pulling and it involves a lot 
of learning for her. 
pulling events at this year’s Fall Fair. 1 FILE PHOTO 
Horses to hoof it 
Friday, Auaust 18.2006 across the finish line in team and individual 
Last year’s team second place finisher, 
Dean Sturko, will bring back Tonka and de- 
He sa$ new spectators to the event can 
“Look for the horsc that works the hard- , I  
watch for the steed who doesn‘t give up. 
est,” he says, adding that heavy horses have 
6:OO p.m. 4-H Horse Achievement 
6:OO-9:00 p.m. 
pulls. 
Entertainment - Big Tent 
Exhibit Hall to Open 
4H Poultry Show gJs an a kes 9 a I re 2:OO p.m. **‘Farrier Demonstration*** 
but his new mare Tessie in the team event big hearts. 
while his son Leeland is here from Fort Mc- “Tonka, he’s my main man. He’s got so 
M k y ,  Alberta to drive Dan and Chester. much trust. If I tell him to go. he’ll walk over 
a cliff, that’s how much trust is there. He’s a 
hell of a workhorse.” 
pull events too. Sturko expects to give his competition a 
run for the money with the hope that he and 
team pull last year. his son will place first and second. 
The Heavy Horse Single Pro pull will be 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 19 on the fair grounds at the finished in fifth spot. 
Thornhill Community Grounds. 
and says she was a “pasture ornament” who The Team Pull will be at 2 p.m. 1 :00 p.m. OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE 
Aug. 20. , never worked before that. 
Saturdava AU!!ust 19. 2006 
8:OO a.m. Tenace Fall Fair Horse Show - Open ’ 
1O:OOa.m. 4-H Sheep Showmanship “Yes I think I can do well,” Sturko says. 
He plans to enter his steeds in the single 
Dan and Tonka took second place in the 
Tonka won the<!single horse pull and Dan 
Sturko bought Tessie four months ago 
- 4-H Sheep Achievement 
, Open Sheep to Follow 
I I  
Open Rabbit Show (Rabbit Barn) 
Open Poultry Show (Poultry Barn) 
12:OO-8:00 p.m. Entertainment - Big Tent 
12:OO noon 4-H Llama Showmanship &)Obstacle Course 
4H Drill Team 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR 2006 
On the grounds in the Big Tent 
- 
MAT DUFFUS is living his third dream. 
When he was d d ,  he wanted to be one 
of three things: a priest. a boxer, or a guitar 
player. Though he missed the boat on the 
first two, he ran with the third and is now 
playing the guitar, kazoo, and singing pro- 
fessionally. 
He plays “everything,” he said, meaning 
his music ranges from folk, to pop, to rap. 
“I’m a very interactive performer.” 
Duffus grew up in Terrace but is now liv- 
ing in Penticton with his wife and four chil- 
dren. 
Though he visits here almost every year, 
he will play for the first time this year at the 
Skeena Valley .Fair Aug. 20 and 21. 
And his show will-include a “snake-eat- 
ing contest,” he said. 
2:30 p.m. 
300 p.m. 
4:OO p.m. 
- 
He won’t say what kind of snakes there 
will,be, but the kids will be sure to enjoy it, 
he said. 
“The more’ the crowd gets into it, the 
more they’ll get out of it,” he said. 
And the more he’ll get out of it too. 
“I really enjoy playing and the connec- 
tion I get with the audience and myself,” he 
said. 
Duffus “just sort of learned” how to play 
guitar starting when he was seven years old, 
he said. “It was long, arduous process.” 
The musician switched LO bass guitar for 
a short while during his teens, but over time 
returned to acoustic. Now he plays original 
songs to audiences year-round at differcnt 
venues such as coffee shops, campgrounds, 
trade conferences and civic festivals. 
&O0 Pam. 
8:oo Psm. 
**Skeena Valley Idol Contest Begins** 
4-H Rabbit Showmanship 
4-H Rabbit Achievement 
4H Bike Demo 
***,-I4 Auction*** 
4-H Drill Team 
Heavy Horse Single Pro 
Exhibits closed for the day ’ 
Sunday. Auaust 20.2006 
930 a.m. Totem Saddle Club Annual Gymkhana 
1O:OO a.m. - 4:OO p.m. Entertainment - Big Tent 
10:OOa.m. Open Dairy Goat Show 
Open Meat Goat Show ’ 
1:00 p.m. Pet Show - Livestock Show 
2:OO p.m. Heavy Horse Team Pull ’ 
4:OO p.m. Exhibit Hall closed till 4:30 p.m. (to prepare 
exhibits for pickup) I 
***FARMERS MARKET*** ONE DAY ONLY 
4:30 pm. All Hall Exhibits 
must be picked ‘up 
Children’s Entertainer 
Matt Duffus 
For more information visit 
www.coppermoutainmusic.ca 
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Exhi hilt 
offers 
treats for 
all tastes 
FROM PIES to preservcs 
and 1111 kinds of ilrts illld 
crilfts, the exhibit hall offers 
something for cvcryone at 
the Fall Fnir. 
All ages can enter cat- 
egories for cooking, bak- 
ing, wine and beer-making 
or woodworking and other 
categories. 
Entries will be judged 
Friday night and on display 
for the rest of the weekend. 
Jean Hamer, who’s been 
part of the fair for many 
years, says weaving, spin- 
ning knitting, photography 
and the children’s categories 
are quite popular. 
Prize money donated by 
city freeman and former 
schoolteacher, the late Vesta 
Douglas, will be awarded to 
the children’s top exhibits. 
“She’s been tantamount 
to keeping the children’s 
events going for years,” 
Hamer says. 
Ribbons and cash prizes 
will be awarded to the top 
three in each category. 
Special prizes from local 
merchants will go to certain 
category winners. 
And if they are lucky, fair 
visitors may have a chance 
to bid for their favourite en- 
tries at the end of the fair if 
exhibitors choose to auction 
off their wares. 
Money raised will go to- 
ward next year’s fair. 
Hamer hopes the turnout 
will retum to normal af- 
ter last year‘s- date change 
seemed to lead to fewer en- 
tries. 
\ 
‘Hip’ pest 
horses to 
rule fair 
// 
THE FALL fair Horse Show 
will  not only showcase the 
top equines but will bring 
back a I‘avourite went and 
introduce I a new ‘ contest 
to find the ‘hip’pest horse’ 
person. 
Dressage returns to the 
ring this year after a two 
year hiatus. 
Organizer Kelly Jean 
says riders’have shown a lot 
of interest in the event and 
she believes it’ll be well-at- 
tended. ~ I 
Riders can test their 
knowledge in the hippol- 
ogy contest, a 25-question 
written quiz about horses. 
A challenge will be issued 
between 4-H riders and the 
Pony Club. 0 
The show begins with 
CECILE and brother Andre Favron, will take a year’s experience under their collective belts when they enter animals into 4-H competitions 4-H Horse Achievement in 
at this weekend’s Skeena Valley Fall Fair. That’s Cecile’s turkey, Curious. DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO , showmanship and riding 
skills starting at 6 p.m. Fri- 
day, Aug. 18 at the Thornhill Kids learn of life through ,animals I c~:::G::;, lish and jumping events Eng- take
IFTHEREwasacompetition 
in  speaking turkey, Cecile 
Favron feels she’d be tending’ to their living proj- “I didn’t do that well,” There’s an incentive <for and friendships. Aug. 19. 
without competition. 
said the confident 1 l-year- Mother Yvette Fav- for showmanship and fourth an auction, where initial bids this Saturday, Aug. 19. and over) categories. 
old, keeping a straight face. ron says her kids have re- place for her turkey. 
“I’m the only one in 4-H that ally taken to, their projects This year though, she 
’ - feeding, trimming hair and bought her birds earlier and can speak turkey.” 
Alas, for her and her walking the animals, among has tried to fatten them up by 
younger sibling Andre, other duties. feeding them foods higher in 
they’ll have an even field The competition teaches protein. 
when they enter their ani- her children to see a project The animals are graded 
mals in competitions along through to completion, she on appearance, size and 
with other members of the adds. ‘‘They may not have 
Shamrock 4-H Club at. this farms (when they get older) While the budding farm- 
year’s Skeena Valley ‘Fall but it’s a project they can do ‘ ers can’t do much more for 
Fair. from start to finish.” their animals’ sizes, they 
Cecile will enter two tur- .Itls;the.second yearqthe will be busy in the days and 
keys - a tom and a hen - and Favrons ’h’ave entered ani- hours leading up to the event 
a lamb, while 7-year-old An- mals into competitions at the to make sure appearance and 
dre will also enter a lamb. fall fair and ;hey hope to im- 
prove on last year’s results. 
said Cecile of last year. 
cleanliness give their proj- 
ects the needed edge to win. 
‘the 4-H youngsters, as the 
competition is followed by 
are in the $2.50 per pound 
of the competitors, adding 
the kids develop both skills 
The big day for the Fav- 
rons and their 4-H peers is 
over the rings for a full day 
of activity starting at 8 a.m. The siblings have been 
ects “as soon as they were Riders can e 
“I would totally win,” out of the brooder house.’’ She earned a merit ribbon (up to age 17) 
\ 
cleanliness. 
range. 
Seeing the riionetary 
reward is another lesson 
mother Yvette Favron feels 
is important for her kids, es- 
pecially if they maintain the 
interest in following in their 
parents’ farming footsteps. 
Whether the competitors 
win or place below top spot, 
Cecile says it’s a good atmo- 
sphere. 
“We’re really friendly 
with each other,” she said, 
<-. 
emgoyers. At-home and provnea. ‘Ontact No credit checks. No11 I i n c  s_a!2-c-ofl,-- permits legal American 
entry. Why risk 
assistance. Contact resume to 867-699-4327. deposits’ Receive free - . CEGAL-sAE!!cES-- employment, licensing. 
CanScribe Career Centre. F~.-&9!J@-E!!!LN!TL long distance with A CRIMINAL RECORD travel, arrest, deportation, 
1 - 8 0 0 - 4 6 6 - 1 5 3 5 .  E M p L 0 y M E N T a c t i v a t i o n *  C a I I R E M 0 v E D .  F r e  e property confiscation? 
www.canscribe.com, OPPORTUNITIES in the I m a g i n a t i o n  G r o u p  assessments. Pardons& C a n a d i a n  - U . S .  
Immigration specialists. !!!k@ca!scrib?.com.-- beautiful Rocky 1:.!!-6&2!431!?_4_0_8_~- US waivers. A record 
BECOME A HOME Mountains of Jasper, SAWMILLS from only affects employment, 
distance STAGER 
’ --- STEEL BUILDINGS 
S T E E L  B U I L D I N G  
C 0 u r s e . L e a r n employment positions logs to valuable lumber r,”‘”,:, ~ : i ~ ~ ~ ‘  BLOWOUT sale! 20x24, 
professional skills and available in the with your own Norwood www.canadianpardons.c~ 25x36, 30x40, ’ 40x60, 
how to start Your own Housekeeping and Front portable band sawmill. 1-800-298-5520. 50x100. Toll-free 1-877- 
u s e . Desk Agents. We Offer Log skidders ais0 ---- 728-4807. ‘Call now 
1s P T M  certification. staff accommodation, a a i I a b I e . b e f c i a  i t s  over !  PERSONALS 
1 - 8 e 0 e 0 - 5 5 9 - 7 6 3 e 2 .  an  bonus, be;n competitive e  s .  wages F a x  www.norw0odindustries.c c A N A D A * S T 0 P HEAVY INDUSTRIAL 
W.-W.~. 760-852-4263. Email: om - free information: P S Y C H I C S * * * A ~ ~  YOU , - ready to believe . in buildings for with 
psychics again? Call now, ~~~~~~. sdi:!$t _- CARS drornanuikOdecorehoteIs. NEED A CAR or truck? coFL e x t : 4 0 0 0 T .  ___ 
y ’ e models available this 
Good credit* bad credit’ L 0 A D E R NEW NOTEBOOK or PC! disappointed! 1-900-451- month for balance owed, WantaVisa?#l success O P E R A T O R ~ H A U L  
Get the latest MDG, PC, 7070. $2.95/min. 18+. 6 0 x 1 5 0 ,  1 0 0 x 1 0 0 ,  rate. Delivery in Bc. Foreman. Spray Lake 
www.drivehomenow.com Sawmills is looking for an Notebook, Or Tv for only RECREA~ONAL 8ox200* Others 
Call 1-800-259-5946 
o r  v i s i t  VEHICLES 99 cents per day1 Our in- 
- o r  8 8 8 - 5 0 1 - 1  1 4 8 .  experienced 
________-_ COMING EVENTS operator/haul foreman to house financing OVER 200 NEW & used www.aliiedbuildinps.com. 
BC GIRL GUIDES gives work in the LongvieW to approve YOU, guaranteed! motorhomes, diesel VACATION  RE,,,-^^^ 
f r i  e n  d s I 
girts a head start! Fun. 
I a U 9 h t e r 
Configure up to 1.8 Ghz pushers, 5th wheels, 
DVD-RW. trailers, vans, campers. Sei l-~uy-Rent. RESALES world’s 
www.bc-girlguides.org. adventure. to position he Transportation report directly 120GB, 15.4‘ widescreen Total RV Centre. Special largest timeshare resale lifeskills 
6 Superintendent. Must and more. Custom RV financing. Since 1984. broker. Stroman Realty - 
(answered locally). A have valid drivers licence, NotebooWPCs available. Voyager RV - HwY 97, since 1979* 
place to be strong 8 m i n i m u m  5 y e a r s  Call  1-800-236-2504. W i n  f i e l d ,  - B C  : properties. Call Of today resort t ll-
b!?k!Lg.--_ experience with log haul free 1-800-201 -0864. 
and road maintenance SALE www.voyagerRV.ca 
SERVICES 60-80% off Retail! Best TO BE an 
and able to work flexible d e P a r t m e n t 
apartment,condominium hours. Please send s t o r e  customer returns 
manager. ~~~~~~~~~t resume ?o Spray Lake and overstocks. Pallet or E E E resorts and seasons’ Call Timeshare 
t i m e !  p l a c e m e n t  ABT4C2C4oremai l to  can No and Browse online for over 
a s s i s t a n c e .  F r e e  woodlands@spraylakesa liquidators* flea no credit check. Ask I d 1 d e  
brochure. 604-661-5456, wmil1s.com. Call Martin ebayl auctioneers. about our Super Summer p r 0 p e r t i e s - . 
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 6 5 - 8 3 3 9 , 1 - 6 0 0 - 2 6 6 - 2 8 0 7 www.hoiidaygroup.com/ 
w w w . R M T l . c a .  for  more information. www.vdccanada.com w w w . t e m b 0. c a bcn. 
on-site job placement at 867-699-4301, Or fax 
1 - 8 0 0 - 3 4 7 - 2 5 4 0 .  
with education ur Alberta. a i Decore e Hotels a e $3,495.00 - Convert your bondability~ 
loader 
This fuli-time permanent Centrino. 
Crowsnest Pass area. 
EDUCATION ~ ____ __ - TIMESHARE RESALES - 
school. New Sawmills at 305 Griffin truckload sales. Great for Reconnection. phone for free 
disconnected? Tembo a a e 
jobs coming in all the Road West. Cochrane* thriwconsignment stores. 1 - 8 0 0 - 5 9 7 - 9 3 4 7 .  
Cooke at 403-862-1 135 Special! 1-877-468-3626, 
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Dustin Quezada 
and Margaret Speirs - 
I 
', 
CLASSIFICATIONS ANNOUNCEMENTS 155 Antiques 0-49 160 Appliances 3 Announcements 165 Arts 8 Crafts Property 530 Condos 536 42 FarmslRanches DuplexfFourplex 
548 For Sale or Rent 
554 Houses 
560 Lakeshore 
566 Mobiles 
572 Modular Homes 
578 Open House 
584 Out of Town 
590 RV sites 
596 Townhouses 
1 690 Mining DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES When a stat holiday falls on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
THURSDAY AT 4 P.M. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
, 
13 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY RATES 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or  Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS ARE PLACED IN The Terrace Standard, 
Northern Connector plus the Northern Daily. 
' I Week (Standard, Connector L 5 Daily) $21.20*(inc.1.20 GST) 
2 Weeks (2 Standard, 2 Connector & 10 Daily ) $31.80*(inc.l.80 GST) 
3 Weeks (3 Standard, 3 Connector & 15 Daily ) $39.75*(inc.2.25 GST) 
Additional words (over 20) 3Oe PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL FILE SERVICE 
$14.56 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(ANNOUNCEMENTS (3-36)excluding obituaries $9.52 col.in 
OBITUARIES INTERNET POSTING ($10.00)+$9.52 col.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING $16.80 Der column inch 
RECREATiONAL 
700-749 
705 Aircraft 
0 710AlV's 
, 71 5 BoatdMarine 
720 Houseboats , 
725 Motorcycles 
730RV's 
735 Rentals 
740 Snowmobiles 
745 TradelSwap 
6 Anniversaries 170 Auctions 
9 Births 175 Building Materials 
12 Birthdays 180 Computers 
15 Church 185 Consignments 
18 Coming Events 190 Firearms 
21 Congratulations 195 Firewood ' 
24 Engagemenff ~ 200 Free Give Away 
Weddings 205 Furniture 
30 In Memoriam 21 0 Garage Sales 
33 Obituaries 215 Garden Equipment 
36 Thanks 220 Miscellaneous 
225 Music 
PERSONAL5049 230 Sporting Goods 
55 Business Personals 235 Tools 
60 Healtwbeauty 240 Trade Or Swap 
65 Lost 8 Found 
75 Psychics 254 Business 
80 Singles Opportunities 
85 TraveVToursNacation 258 Careers 
262 Daycare 
WANTED 100-149 266 Education 
125 Wanted 270 Help Wanted ~ 
274 Professional 
' 278 Skilled Trades MERCHANDISE 150-249 
70 Personals EMPLOYMENT 250-299 
- - 
436 HallslAuditoriums 
440 Houses 
444 Miscellaneous 
448 Mobile Homes 
452 Modular Homes 
456 Rooms 
464 SeniorslRetiremenl 
Accommodations 
468 Shared 
Accommodations 
472 Storage 
476 Suites 
480 Tourist 
Accommodations 
484 Townhouses 
488 Wanted To Rent 
492 Warehouses 
I 460 Room 8 Board 
c 
REAL ESTATE 500-599 
506 AcreagedLots 
512 CabindCottages 
51 8 Commercial 
Businesses 
524 Commercial 
answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to  avoid 
loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must b e  received by the publisher within 30 
days after the first publication. 
It is  agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace 
Standard in the event of failure to  publish an advertisement as published shall be 
limited t o  the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the 
portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect o r  omitted item only, and 
that there shall be no  liability in any event greater ,than the amount paid for such 
advertising. I 
' 
342 Lendscapingl 
Gardening 
344 Machine/welding 
346 Misc. Services 
348 Music Lessons 
350 Painting 
352 Paving 
354 Photography 
356 Plumbing 
358 PooldSpas 
360 Roofing 
362 Snowplowing 
364 Travel 
366 Trucking 
368 Yard 8 Garden 
282 Tutoring 
286 Volunteers 
290 Work Wanted 
SERVICES 360-399 
302 Accounting 
304 Appliances 
306 Automotive 
308 Building Services 
310 Catering 
31 2 Carpentry 
314 Child Care 
316 Cleaning 
318 Construction 
320 Drywall 
322 EducationlTutoring 
324 Electric 
326 Excavation 
328 FinancelMortgage 
330 Handyman 
332 Home Improvement 
334 Home Support 
336 House Sitting 
338 Investment 
340 Janitorial 
RENTAL 400-499 
404 Apartments 
408 Bachelor Suite 
412 Basement Suite 
41 6 CabinslCottages 
420 Commercial 
424 Condos 
428 DuplexfFourplex 
432 For Rent Or Sale 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to  classify ads under appropriate 
headings and t o  set rates therefore and to  determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human 
Rights Act t o  discriminate on  the basis of children, marital status and employment 
when placing "For Rent"  ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classlfy or reject any 
advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply Service, 
and t o  repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be  destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. Those 
PETSlFARM 600-699 
606 Boarding 
612 Farm Equipment 
618 Feed 8 Seed 
624 FruiffProduce/Meat 
630 Horses 
636 Livestock 
642 Pets 
648 Trailers 
INDUSTRY 650-699 
660 Equipment 
670 Loggingilimber 
680 Machinery 
AUTOMOTIVE 750-790 '' 
756 Canopies 
762 Cars 
768 Classics 
774 Parts 
780 SUVs 8 4x4's 
786 Trucks 
792 VandBuses 
NOTlCESlTENDERS 
800-849 
815 Legal Notices 
830 Tenders 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject to a service fee of 
$6.86 per issue, plus GST ($13.72 per week). 
1 EMPTY 28' moving van, back 
to Okanaaan Valiev. Auaust 
6th. Call chlect. 256-661 -go30 
131 p l )  
SOUTHSIDE VOLUNTEER Fire 
department annual poker ride. 
Saturday, Sept. 16. Takysie 
Forestry Campsite, 11:W a.m. 
$25 incudes coffee, hot dogs, 
and BBQ after the ride. For in- 
formation call 250-694-3784 
or 250-694-3577 (33~3) 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematorium since 1946 
Bronze Plaques 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
Fuvd S d a  Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
&sa&lm 24 hour pager 
> 250-635-9676 
Construction on Kalum Lake Road 
Construction i n  process for Kalum Lake Road 
[Infersecfion of Kolum loke RwdondHighwoy 16 Wesf fo 14km Norfh on Kolum loke Rood 
Construction from July 3 1 thru September 15, 2006 
Monday  - Saturday 7:OO a.m. to 6:OO p.m. 
Please slow down ond wofch lor Roq persons, constudon workers, ond o&isory siqns. 
I 
Skidmore passed bwayafter a brief illness in the West 
Coast General Hospital, Port Alberni%,, with her family 
at her side: at the age 01 75 years. 
Survived bv Frank Skidmore her lovina husband of 
Predeceased by her brother Stewart Hills: 
t WOULD like to acknowledge 
all ofthe workdone bythefollow- 
ina for their work on "Nunsense" 
inbinning awards at the provin- 
cia1 drama festival Mainstage 
2006. The outstanding efforts of 
the cast and crew is the reason 
the show did so well. Maw Ann 
a 56 years ,'daughters Beverly Bisaro (fiorm) of Port 
Alberni and Susan Skidmore of Calgary, Alberta, her 
brother, George Hills of Richmond, B.C., 4 grandchil- 
dren, Michelle, Troy, Tyler and Danielle.' 
Orville RK Spencw 
1909 - 1991 
Fifteen years have passed so quickly, 
seems just like yesterday; you thrilled 
everyone, with humour, ditties, poems 
and interesting stories. 
We continually miss your presence and 
love. 
With love, 
Your wife Florence, children: 
Bea Kinkead, Ben & Laura, Rob & Deby, 
Trudy, du ug hter-in-la w Vivian, 
grandchildren & great grandchildren 
Lawrence won best actress and 
Arlene Sheppard and Amy Turn- 
er won honourable mentions for 
best supporting actiess. With- 
out the work of Musical Director 
Tim Keenan, we would not have 
received the Special Award for 
Outstanding Direction of a Mu- 
sical. In addition to Honourable 
Mention for Best Director, our 
musicians along with all the ac- 
tresses received Honourable 
Mention for Best Ensemble, the 
crew for Best Backstage, Nan- 
cy Stone Archer for Best Lights 
and Ann Kantakis and Sharon 
Lynch for Best Costumes. The 
combined talent and dedication 
of all these incredible artists 
earned Terrace Little Theatre 
the coveted Burnaby Trophy for 
Runner Up to Best Play in B.C. 
Marianne Brorup-Weston, Direc- 
tor, "Nunsense", Terrace Little 
Theatre. 
"'FREE ' PRESCRIPTION 
DRUGS Available for House- 
holds with Incomes as High as 
$60,000. Visit www.FreeMedi- 
cine.com or call 1-573-996-3333 
to request FREE BROCHURE 
Kathleen was a devoted lovin wife, mother, grand- 
ing, knitting, sewing and was an enthusiastic curler. 
She was raised in Prince Rupert and lived in Terrace 
for over 30 years. 
At her request no service will be held and crema- 
tion will take place. 
Flowers are gratefully declined, donations may 
be made to the Cancer Society of your area in 
her memory. Kathleen will be sadly missed by her 
family and many friends. 
mother and friend. She was ful B of life, enjoyed bak- P Asu 
Irivc 
B Sea 
halt a 
sm 
L-Q "Yo1 
Lot 
p' 4 
Ill 
Proud Mom 
Sharon Proctor, sister 
Fiona LaChance, brother 
Carey Haber, aunts, 
uncles, neices, nephews, 
sisters-in-law, brothersin- 
law and cousin 
are pleased to announce 
the long awaited arrival 
of their 115 Ib bouncing 
teenage girl 
lOlEUE N h E  
MllKENZlE PROCTOR 
to our family 
on 
of Bruno, SK passed away at Cudworth Nursing Home, 
on Thursday August 4, 2006. She was 54 years of age. 
Elizabeth was born to William and Anna'Thornton nee 
bia. She attended school in Terrace B.C. until the eleventh 
grade, then finished high school in North Vancouver at 
Hansworth Senior Secondary High School in 1969. 
After graduating, she worked at Praise Records, before 
moving to Prince Rupert and taking a position at B.C. Hy- 
dro. This is where Elizabeth met David Leuschen, who 
was stationed with the R.C.M.P. Together the moved to 
Elizabeth and David where married at a regimental wed- 
ding in Bruno, SK. Until 198 1 , they lived in Surrey B.C., 
they then moved back to Bruno, SK, to make their home on 
the farm and raise their family. 
Elizabeth always loved to,sew, knit, and cook. Garden- 
ing and taking care of her yard was also a favorite past 
time. She loved traveling and her "warm winter holidays". 
Elizabeth was blessed with three grandchildren and 
cherished the time she spent with them. Left to cherish 
her memor is her loving husband of 31 years, David 
Leuschen o Y Bruno; their three children: Jason (Genevieve) 
Leuschen of Ottawa; Amber (Ryan) Biemans and fam- 
ily Grace Elizabeth and Jack David of Humboldt; Trevor 
(Michelle) Leuschen and family Audrey Madison of Cud- 
worth; and Elizabeth's mother Anna Thornton (nee 
McBride) of Prince Rupert. 
She was predeceased by her father, William Thornton. 
The Prayer Service for Elizabeth was held on Monday, 
August 7, 2006, at 7:30 p.m. The Funeral Mass was of- 
fered on Tuesday, August 8, 2006, at 1O:OO am., led by 
Fr. Joseph Ackerman, OSB, both services took place at St. 
Bruno R.C. Church, Bruno SK. 
Memorial donations may be directed to either the Cud- 
worth Nursing Home Pallative Care Center or St Bruno 
R.C. Church fund. \ 
SCHULER-LEFEBVRE f UNERAL CHAPEL, Humbold. 
1682-4 1 14J 
McBride) on January 7, 1952, in Terrace, British Co I um- 
Ocean Falls, B.C. and then Surrey, B.C. On Ju Y y 5, 1975, 
, 
On your Bachelor of Arts 
Political Science/Sociolog ) 
/,om the University of Br i r is l  Coll 
Tyler will b e  moving on to the BC 
June 26, 06 
. ,. 
SALESPERSON REQUIREQ Adoptive Families Assoaation of BC 
Adoption Support Coordinator 
AFABC is looking for a dynamic, energetic and skil led 
community organizer, based in Terrace or Smithers to 
coordinate i t s  services in t h e  Northwest. Experience in 
family support and adoption, ability t o  travel, and 
home office facilities are required. Flexible lOhrs/wk. 
Send resume and cover le t ter  to 
hirinacommittee(i3bcadoat ion.com or fax them to  
604-320-7350 by Fri. July 28. No calls please. For 
more details v i s i t  our website. www.bcadoption.com 
Northern Vacuum and Sewing Center 
i s  looking for an upbeat, energetic employee for the position 
of vacuum & sewing machine salesperson. This position requires 
someone who i s  motivated, a quick learner, customer service 
oriented, and has the ability to work within a team environment. 
We are looking for someone who is  dependable, has initiative 
and the desire to succeed. This is a full-time position that would 
require the successful candidate to work some Soturdays. 
Experience in sales would be an asset. 
(9 Please drop a resume to 4435 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace. BC. 
attention manager. No phone calls please. 
The Skeena Valley Golf Club 
iris looking for a full time, 
year round 
Kitchen ManagedCook 
t o  File(1245 Terrace Standard, 
321 0 Clinton Street,Terrac,B.C. 
, V8G 5R2 (33pl) 
SWM WHO lost a loved one 
over a year ago would like to 
, meet a SWF 60+ who also has ' 
lost sameane and is interested 
in the outdoors, boating,fishing, : crabbing, etc. C/O File #244 Ter- 
racestandard, 321OCiintan,Ter- 
I race, B.C. V8G 5R2 (32~2) 
Reporting to the General Manager, the ideal 
candidate will have excellent organizational skills 
and strong work ethics. Cooking experience in a 
,, line and banquet situations a must, Preference will 
b e  given to applicants wi th cooking certification 
and food safe. Salary will be dependent on 
aualification. Please send resume to Skeena Valley 
has an immediate opening for a full-time 
ACCOUNTING CLERK 
The successful applicant will have basic computer 
knowledge; data entry experience; at least 2-3 r ears 
accountin experience; and a keen attention to detai and 
accuracy.$reference will be given to those applicants with 
experience in a computerized accounting environment. 
Applicant must also be customer service oriented, enjoy 
dealin with the public and a team player. 
We0 eran enjoyableworking environment, excellent benefit 
kease send your resume' to: 
rp 
ackage and salary commensurate with experience 
' RONA Buildin Centre 
3207 Munroe\t 
Terrace B.C. V8G 383 
Attention: Charmaine Schmidt 
Email: cschmidt@terracebuilders.com 
I Golf Club, P.O. Box 865, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1: I 
IGHWAY OF nARS ' 
COORDINATOR 
CSFS as a host agency of the Highway of Tears plan is,seeking a 
strong, motivated organized erson to implement the Highway of 
Tears Symposium Recommen&ions. This task-orientated person will 
coordinate activities as set in the recommendations. 
PROGRAM FUNCTION 
The ob'ectives of the Highway of Tears Coordinator are to collabo- 
'tions, municipalities, RCMP, and others to further develop reconimen- 
dations to suit the needs of spefific communities. 
The individual wil l work and plan constructively with First Na- 
tions, victim sentices a encies, Aboriginal organizations, municipali- 
ties, RCMP, Ministry ohublic Safety, Solicitor General and other key 
stakeholders along Highway 16. 
rate with b irst Nations communities, government, agcncies, organiza- 
For atlist of duties please go to www.csfs.org 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Social Work, Health Sciences degree or appropriate combined 
* Working knowledge of Aboriginal culture, tradition and 
Understanding of current margkaliing issues facing 
Ability to develop and implement policy and strategic 
Ability to develop proposals, research and reporting processes 
Strong communication skills 
Knowledge and collaborate relationship with First Nations 
conimunities in the North 
education and employment experience 
historical issues 
Aborigirial people 
planning 
PLEASE SUBMIT RESUMES TO: 
RENTALS 
Condos with hot tub, kitchen, 
Mountain biking & more. 1-800- 
FullTime Parts/Counter Person 
~ a p a ~ u t o  Parts Burns Lake is now 
accepting abplications for a full tiine 
partslcounter person. 
Please submit resumes in person. 
Only experience! persons need apply 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and banes far sleddogs. Will 
pick up. I Please call 250-635- 
3772 (21 p6) 
WANTED SEASONED fire- 
wood. 250-635-3508 (33D3) 
, 
' ,  I 
AlTN SCRAPBOOKERS 
& STAMPERS 
New online store-check it out!!!! 
www.iisasscraDshack.com far 
831 Highway 16 West, Burns Lake, BC 
Phone: (250) 692-7501 
Fax: (250) 692-7985 
has a n  immediate opening for a full-time 
, pon code BCAD15 upon check- 
out. Offer exp. August 31st. 
MIKE'S AUCTION LTD. 
Mike's Auction Ltd. is having 
an Auction sale on Saturday 
August 19, 2006, 1030 a.m. 
for Iris Giesbrecht, Jeff 
Giesbrecht and others. From 
Burns Lake take the free feny 
and cross to the Southside. 
Go straight up the hili approx 
35 km to the T junction turn 
right and go to Spud Lake 
Road follow the signs. 
250 Yamaha 4 wheeler, 
Yamaha 175 3 wheeler, Ford 
i 6600 diesel tractor. WD9 
. CASHIER TDCSS 
L = 3 E =  The successful a plicant will be customer service 
Basic computer skills and knowledge of 
Kardware a n d  building materials would be an asset. 
Availability to work o n  Saturday i s  required. 
We offer an enjoyable working environment, excel- 
lent benefit package, current industry training and 
salary commensurate wi th  experience. 
Please send your resume' to: 
oriented, enjoy c f  ealing with the public and a team 
layer. Terrace and District 
0 Community Services Society 
SKEENA FAMILY RESOURCES IS LOOKING 
FOR CASUAL"/ ON CALL EMPLOYEES 
Qualifications: Grade 12 or e uivalent, post secondary 
and experience working with challenging youth or the 
equivalent combination of education and experience. 
Must have the ability to work independently and as part of 
a team, follow operating procedures, handle crisis, relate 
to children, youth and adults in crisis and successfully 
complete a criminal records search. Excellent oral and 
written communication skills, current first a id certificate, 
and a valid Class 5 Drivers License are required. 
Summary: Flexibility of hours-to meet client and agency 
demand, available evenings and weekends as well as 
day time. Ablity to participate in a variety of ph sical/ 
recreational activities; operate a PC and related sohare,  
and access to an appropriately insured vehicle with ability 
to transport clients in the back seat. 
Staiting wage: $14.35 per hour 
BCGEU membershipirequired 
Application forms are available at Skeena Family Resources 
and at tdcss.ca 
Resumes, applications, and transcripts to: 
Skeena Family Resources 
4734 Park Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1 W 1 
Atttention: Valerie Glaser, Manager 
Thanks to all those who ap ly, however, only those 
education in a Human/Socia 9 service related field 
considered for an interview wil P be contacted. 
Program Mary TeeP irector Child and Family Services 
Carrier Sekani Famil Services 
CLOSING DATE: August 21,2006 
987 Fourth Avenue, t; rince George, BC V2L 3H7 
No Phone Calls - oiily tliosc zulio qiialify will be frotifed. 
RONA Building Centre 
3207 Munroe St. 
Terrace B.C. V8G 3B3 
Attention: Dave Merritt 
Email: dave@terracebuilders.com tractor, 9N tractor, past 
pounder, seed drill, engine 
, hoist, transmission jack, bull 
board, fuel tanks, 20 Hyquil 
feeder panels, steel fencing 
pens, feed panels, 3pt hitch 
dozer blade, 3pt hitch brush 
rake, new water pump, new 
concrete saw, barrel pump, 
8KF seals & bearings, press, 
5th wheel camp trailer, old 
power saws, 3/4 drive set, 
box tools, lead B train, 8 stud 
wheels, 35 T chain hoist, 
hydraulic jacks, Sears snow 
blower 11 hp (like new), scale, 
beam scale, calf scale, new 
miter saw with laser guide, 
shop compressor, barbed 
wire, new shovels, water 
skies, new light plant. 
Collectors vehicles to rebuild 
including 1959 Chrysler, 1956 
Dodge 3T, 1950 1/2 T Ford, 
3 1950's pick ups, 1950's 
international. 
Household goods include a 
French Provincial Chesterfield 
a chair, chesterfield IL 2 
chain, couch, 3 china 
cabinets all in excellent 
condition, sideboard, end 
tables, swivel rocker, wooden 
garden chair sets, wishing 
well, plants and planters, 
books, records, boxes of craft 
items, kitchenware, pots & 
pans, dishes, washer, dryer, 
knltting machine, 2 BBQs 
1 is a pellet one, 4 saddle 
horses, western saddles, new 
8 used tack Including new 
pads and blankets, halters, 
bridles, harness. Call Mike 
or Ella 0 250-694-3497, e- 
mail mikesauctIonOxpiornet. 
com. Visit our website at 
mlkesauction.homestead.com 
1 The Terrace Standard has an immediat'e opening for a Retail Coniinission Sales Representative. Reporting to 
campaigns and the execution of  iwoniotions with a 
approsiniately 90 kni east of Prince Rupert. Known for 
its majestic beauty, it i s  the home of fantastic downhill 
skiing on Shames Moiintiin, located 1/2 hour west of 
town. Cross country skiing and snowmobiling are a large 
part of the winter scene. Spring, siininier and fall allow 
for some of the best fishing and  back woods hiking, I caniiiincr and mountain biking i n  the province with fresh Loiig Term Eire Rcsidenti:il Care *t\ssisted I.iving fitre 
Estendcd Care 
tlieii the oil-line I1c;iltli Services 
~~dininistr;ition prograii is for you. 
Program starts Sept. 2006 
hange your life, call today 
1 -866-734-6252 
900 Fifth Strcol 
communication s k h ,  can iiiket deadlines, can tlirive in a 
competitive en\ironinent. A \did Class 5 drivers licence 
and a reliable \d i i c l e  are rcqiiired. 
The Terrace Siantlartl oKcn a coniprehensive 
bcnefits package. Pleasc send rcsiinie to: 
Bti(i ti Liiiriciibnrli, S(il~.v i\ lii t i q c r  
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton Street, 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5R2 ' I I'crs: (250) 63RB4M 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
Northwest Community College in conjunction with 
Gitkssn Wet'suwet'en Society is currently acceptin 
applications to deliver our Hazleton ECE Community base 
program. Salary will be in accordance with the College 
Agreement with the CUPE Instructional Scale. Northwest 
Community College is  on equal opportunity employer. 
The following psiions are availoble: 
1. Coordinator (20%) commencing as r h n  as 
responsible for coordination of the pro ram. This posilion 
candidates. 
8 
ossible and ending Sep. 2007. 
will be combined with instructional i uties for qualified 
- -. . . . . . . . . . . 
A rrglrsl 23, 2006 
TDCSS L=z=c= 2. Instructors 
The ECE Basic Program wiil be delivered in 2006-2007 in 
the Hazelton area and will include all courses listed on the 
NWCC website. 
Qualific ti ns: The applicants will have a minimum of a -+ Master's egree in a related social science field; and teaching 
experience at the postsecondary level. Applicants also require 
experience working with First Nations students and have 
demonstrated ability to work independently and effectively in a 
community based program. Cross cultural communication skills 
experience using a constructivist/teaching approach in applied 
practice-courses and ability to work in a small community is 
essential. The ap licant will have their ECE Basic Certificate 
with a minimum o P three years full time experience working in 
licensed child care Facilities with preschool children preferably 
in aboriginal childcare programs. Lesser qualified a plicank 
with related equivalent field experience may be consi 8 ered for 
noncore ECE courses 
Check NWCC's website for ECE course descriptions and please 
identify on your resume the courses you are qualified to teach. 
A combination of  courses may result in a temporary workload. 
Respnd in confidence b submitting a current resume and 
uobng competition # d.095C fo: Human Resources 
53 1 McConnell Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4x2, FAX: 
250.638.5475, Email: soates@nwcc.bc.ca. 
Northwest Community College is committed to employment 
equity and encourages applications from First Nabons 
people, women, persons w i h  disabilities and 
members of visible minorities. 
%eytment, NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE, 
We thank all amticants for their interest. 
COMPUTEAS, COMPUTER 
parts, service and upgrades. Da- 
vid 625-0410 (32~3) 
Terrace and District 
Community Services Society 
REGISTERED NURSE 
Position summary: Responsible to provide health 
education services to roups and individuals and participate 
Required to work with the Skeena Family Resources team 
to develop and present educational materials, and assist 
in case planning. 
Qualifications: A bachelors de ree or diploma in 
nursing and current registration wit CRNBC; one year 
of relevant community based experience or equivalent. 
Excellent oral and written communication skills, current 
first a id certificate, successful completion of criminal 
record checks, valid B.C. drivers license and access to an 
appropriately insured vehicle. 
Hours: 15 to 17 hours per week 
Location: 
surrounding area. 
Wage: under review 
This position requires BCGEU membership 
Application forms are available at Skeena Family Resources 
and at !dcss.ca 
Resumes and applications to: 
Skeena Family Resources 
4734 Park Avenue 
Terrace, Amention: B.C., Valerie V8G Glaser, 1W1 Manager 
Thanks to all those who ap ly, however, only those 
considered for an interview wil be contacted. 
in community-wide panning B related to services for youth. 
9, 
services to be delivered in Terrace and 
P 
Long Term Training Tuition 
Books 81 Supplies 
Short Term Training Living A,,owance 
(up to 3 school years) 
(I e. First Aid. WHMIS) 
I 
To be eligible.. . 
You are currently on El or had an El claim 
in the last 3 years or have had an established 
Maternity/Parental Leave claim in the 
last 5 years. 
FOR SALE Complete set of 
queen size bed (like new, only 
used occasionally as guest 
bed). Includes: metal frame on 
wheels, spring box with bed 
skirt, queen mattress, European 
style, 4-season down duvet 
(winter-, springlfall - summer. 
Value at purchase 200), duvet 
cover, 100% cotton, piitows, bil- 
low covers, 100% cotton. Price 
$350 (Phone 250-635-8892) 
Relationships improved! is 
irrational behavior ruining your 
relationships? What prevents 
long-term relationships? Find 
out- read Dianetics! Call 1- 
800-722-1 733 or visit www. 
relationshiplangevity.com 
Brushed chrome merchandis- 
er clothing racks. 2 styles avail- 
able. 4 arm $63.00 and 2 arm 
$56.00. Email pictures available. 
specialtylite@monarch.net 
9 PATIO doors, perfect for green 
houses, $400 for the lot. Alumi- 
num ATV ramps, 8' long, $150 
Call 250-635-3778 (33pl) 
FOR SALE Box liner wkailgate 
cover to fit '88 - '99 GM full size, 
long box. $75;. 250-635-4181 
132~2) 
2 5 0 - 6 3 2 - 3 3 3 4. 
0 You have been referred by a Service Canada funded 
0 You are not currently enrolled in school 
0 You are legally entitled to work in Canada. 
Counselor and have a return-to-work action plan. 
or training. 
The Government of Canodo has contributed funding to this initiative. C;lIlad~~ 
1 . I  
NmlMmsT 
however, only Kose selected for 
an interview will be contacted. 
Closing Date: August 23, 2006 
-.-I 
Tai(e a c/oser/ook. 
I The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 161 2006 - B9 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH SPECIAL EDUCATION ASSISTANT PROGRAM 
information contact l l i c  Speclal Educmon 
pmgnni prcparcs rmdcnts Asnrtdnts need to work as from gam-lprn on thc n Education Advisor. 
to work 3t thc Pam- folloning &rcr: 
pmfcsriond Irvcl in the 
field of cducation. Spcnal and cducation OitNdcnts Ruprrr cnmpw 
Educroon Asriruntr work w t h  cpenal nccds into the Frl*yAUSUSt 
uiidcr rhc supcnisiun of 
clasrrooiii or resource prograin curriculum 
pan of an educanon teain, 
suppornrig the integnnon 
Smirhrn ClrInpUJ school clJrmoiii Tlic 
t 
FREELANCE GRAPHIC D ~ -  ALL PRO Escorts. Drivers need- AIRLINE MECHANIC - Rapid SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
signers to work in your local 
or call 773-866-1 579 
ed. Must have car and cell. Re- training for,,high paying Aviation 
allproescorts.com. (33pl - Job placement assistance. 
www.bulldogprinting,com tired person preferred. 24 hr. Career. FAA predicts severe c 
on call. 250-635-6996. www. shortage. Financial aid if  qualify 
applications for the following unlimited with A;ron! 20 repre- 
sor Operators with Log Max in prince Rupert. 250-638-7969 
Processor Operators with War- 
erator with Timber ~i~~ and/or CePtionist with bookkeepingand J:, 
TigerCat buncher experience an i i , " i ~ 9 n ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ e ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  
asset. T ~ w n  job/no camp work must ~ ~ i l  resume to B~~ 148, with benefits. All positions re- Terra;e, V8G 4A2. (32 2) 
quire min. of five years exp. and 
a valid drivers licence. Interest LAYTON HGtsprin9s 
applicants may fax their Front desk clerk position. Full/ 
part time. Experience an asset, 
VERNON company but willing to train the right ap- plicant. Drop off in person or fax 
requires Journeyman Service 250-798-2478 (31 3) 
Plumber/Gasfitters $30/hr and 
Refrigeration/Gasfitters $32/hr. PART-TMAE Housekeepers re- 
Inn. 4828 Highway 16 W. Drop 
off at front desk. 32c2 ty@uniserve.com 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pi& 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 21 7, Stewart, B.C. 
1 ' BuSyVANCoUVER Island INTERESTED IN earninp)Christ- Call AIM (888) 349-5387. ging company is now accepting mas money? Opportunities are 
positions: Experienced Proces- 
12000 head exp. Experienced 
sentatives needed immediately 
or www,avon.ca (32p3) 
head exp. op- MEDICAL OFFICE assistantlre- I 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 I 
to 250-287-2249. 
Send resumes to: aslan-chfis- quired* Resumes to Sandman 
DRIVERS WANTED: Hauling 
magnetite from Memitt to Spar- ny's! Terrace Family restaurant 
wood. Experience in Super seeks qualified general manag- 
955-01 60 Or Cell 1-250-51 7- We provide above-average sal- 
Train* Contact Joe at 1-250- er to lead team.to excellence! 
0620. Drug test required. ary * and benefits in return for 
BOB BROWN Pontiac Buick, vour efforts. '($40.000!vear +. 
tric grill $25; classic blue recliner 
$10; old snowboard needs new 
binding $8; snowboard boots 
$25; kids race snow sled $10; 
breakfast nook w/2 connecting 
benches B 2 chairs $100 obo; 
kids bean bag $5; standing 
cooler $70. Call 250-635-3191 132D31 
evenings. (29~3) 
UTILITY TRAILER for single CORPORATE snowmobile or ATV. Excellent 
condition, $800.00. 18' Chest- Candidates must have a mini- mum of three years experience 
nut freighter canoe, 2 Paddies, in providing training 
2 life jackets, fish finder and Vi- and facilitation with 
~ nyl cover. $looo*oo* Ez load adult learners. Able to work 
boat trailer, $800.00, 4 camp- as an independent contractor. 
er tie-down brackets. $35.00 Outstanding training and facilita- 
White Elna sewing machine in tion experience with adult learn- 
cabinet, 24 embroidery discs, ers. willingness to travel within 
aood ruunning order, $1 75.00 localarea. Excellent interDerson- 
ening equipment, for carbide 
Saws, router bits, planer blades, 
acetylene ouffit, 295 amp arc 
welder, drill press and much 
more. Sacrifice and will assist in 
Some training. Excellent returns. 
Cali Frank at 250-635~4488 
250-635-3423 (31 p3)- al, verbal communication, pre- 
sentation and facilitation skills. 7 Willing to deliver customized 
GUITAR COLLECTOR- will COUrSeS and training services. 
pay top dollar for old Fender Able to provide training in either 
(Stratoclsster), Gibson, Martin or Software Skills Training Or Lead- 
any USA made guitars/basses, ership Skil! Training. Please fax 
Any Condition. Honest, Reliable. 604-468-0427- 
Call Steve 51 7-242-4866 
ADVANCED CLASS One Driver 
Training Programs. Taylor Pro 
Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or 
Toll Free 1-877-860-7627. Ask 
Are you making $1,710 per 
week? All cash vending routes 
with prime locations available tayiorprodriving.com 
now! Under $1 OK investment 
reauired. Toll Free: (800)962- 
About our Heavy Equipment Op- 
erators Training classes. www. 
Excavator Operator Training 
programs. 5, and 6 week pro- 
grams. Advanced Class One 
Driver Training. Taylor Pro Train- 
ing Ltd. 250-860-7624 or Toll 
free 1-877-660-7627. 
. .  
91 89 (24/7) 
ABSOLUTE - GOLDMlNEi 
$5,00O/MO residual income at- 
tainable by 2nd month. First year 
potential of $1 0,000-$30,000 
per month very attainable. Hot- 
test product in 40 years. It sells 
itself. Only been in States 24 WIRED fulltime, for a Salmon 
Earning 'Over $ 7 ~  per month! Shop. Servicing Forestry, Con- 
struction and Manufacturing 
CRUISE & Travel the World! industries. Wages will reflect 
Play Lots of Golf. Riise Money experience. Benefit package. 
for Charities. Earn Awesome In- Great recreation area. Fax re- 
sume to 1-250-832-1 136 john@ 
steelheadmachine.com 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
Lowest Hook Up Rates. No 
Refusals. Everyone Approved. 
Call Today. Toll Free 1-877- 
852-1 122 Protel Reconnect. 
TRUCK DRIVER'S REQUIRED 
Must have clean abstract and 
be able to operate Super-6 
log trucks. Also require driver 
for self-load log truck. Wages 
$27.44/hr. Medical 8 dental 
available. Apply to See1 Forest 
Products Ltd. Edgewater, BC 
Phone 250-347-9420. 
Love to Shop 
€at Out & Watch Movies? 
ED$$ Processing Customer Get PAID To Do It!! 
Returns From Home! Earn EVALUATORS NEEDED to 
$1 5.00 Per Return Guaranteed. sess Local Businesses. Flexible 
Extremely Easy. No Experience Hours, Training Provided 1-800- 
Needed. Everyone Qualifies! 585-9024 ext. 6333 
months- Top Producers Already Machine and Fabricating 
> 866-236-6926 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
The quality shows in every move we 'mke! 'EREAM TEAM . , ,AUTO RNANCINQ, ' 
Ir Bank says NO! 
Ir We say YES! 
' * Bankrupt? 
Ir No Credit? 
Ir Bad Credit? 
No Problem! 
- - - . - -.  _. ~ 
WELDEWFABRICATOR RE- 
come! wwwsgspresentations. 
corn 800-51 6-8767 
WANT TO OWN YOUR OWN 
You Woh, You Drive! 
"0" Down 0.a.c. 
BUSINESS? Want tOJ Live In 
The US. Virgin Islands? Go To: 
www.MYPARADISEBUSINESS. 
COM 
ADVERTISE YOUR Business 
Opportunity Nationally to ap- 
proximately 9 million households 
in North America's best suburbs 
by placing your classified ad in 
over 800 suburban newspapers 
just like this one. Call the Sub- 
urban Classified Advertising 
Network at 888-486-2466 www. 
! 635-2728 . -*-I , :  ! le Container t or van service! 1 www.DreamTeamAuto.com 1 -800-91 0-6402 Free Delivery For B.C. &Alberta bepending on 'experience) Are you looking for a challenge? Are you able to work in a fast-paced 
environment? Do you strive to 
keep your guests happy? We're 
looking for you! Please submit 
your resume to Mr. Peter Read- 
man, District Manager, at HY- 
PERLINK "mailto:preadman@ 
dennys.ca" preadman@dennys. 
ca or fax to (604) 730-4645 
SPIRIT BEAR Gallery and Bou- 
tique has an opening for an ex- 
perienced sales associate. This 
I 
Penticton: A well established 
GM Dealer has an opening for 
an experienced salesperson. 
This is an "Outstanding Oppor- 
tunity" for the right candidate 
with a proven track record. 
Please fax your resume in con- 
fidence. 250-493-71 18. 
THIS IS creating MILLIO- 
NAIRES! EARN $1,000. DAILY 
with ABSOLUTE proof! 97% of 
this business is AUTOMATED! 
"Three Step Success System". 
24hr info line: 1-800-887-1 897 
I Y 
*Looking f o i  , t  
t 1 BEDROOM Apartment. quiet 
building, on site management, P down- laundry facilities. Available town secured building, laundro- 
immediatelv. 250-61 5-3721 or mat, heat included, absolutely 1 1 Child Care? suburban-news.org/scan 
SHOME WORKERS NEED- Skeeno Child Care Resource and Referrol has information on 
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Avc. 
Mon-Fri 'I Oam-4pm 
or call 638-1 1 13. 
Skeeno CCRR 
is knded by the Province of 0 C. 
250-635-6i22 (32 3 no parties, great for working 1 
2 BEDROOM gro:ni level floor couple or older single person- 
I 
apartment, newly renovated, i 
250-61 5-9772 Terrace (33~3) - 
apartments for rent. $400 $475, 
250-635-7585 (32p3) 
laundry facilities, available Sept 
1st and Oct. 1st . $450/month 
ONE, TWO and three bedroom 
$550 Hot water included. Se- 
curity on premises. Please call 
250-635-6428 or 250-61 5-0345 
1 
I 
exciting retail gift store is look- 
ing for a mature, responsible 
person with a professional look. 
Knowledge of the First Nations 
culture and artwork would be 
asset. This position requires 25- 
30 hours per week commitment 
including Saturdays. A non- 
smoker is preferred. References 
and resume required and can be 
dropped off during store hours 
at the Spirit Bear Gallery and 
Boutique located near the lobby 
of the Coast Inn of the West. An 
equal opportunity employer. No 
Enjoy all that the sunny and 
warm Okanagan offers at Sil- 
ver Star Mountain Resort! 
With over 3,000 acres of alpine 
HAIR STYLIST, estheticians, 
nail techs! Work in an environ- 
ment second to none. Gor- 
geous salon overlooking the 
beach in Peachland requires 
qualified personnel. Excellent 
'Buy A Business $14.80 TO $59.00 hour. PLUS earning potential, affordable 
'Sell A Business Full Federal Benefits. NOW HIR- accommodation available. Fax 
'Start A Business ING!! No Exerience Required. resume to 767-2175 or call for 
PROMOTE YOUR Company 1-866-297-71 26 ext 42 Closed 
On The Nations First Help your- Sundays 
self Advertising Agency. CorPo- MOVIE ~ R A S ,  Actors, Mod- 
ratecoach.com els! Make $100-$3OO/day No 
$10 MILLION Available for Exp. Req., FT/PT All looks 
needed! 1-800-71 4-7341 
WILLIAMS TRUCKING: 
Hiring Owner Operators, own 
- 53' trailer preferred. US-Can. 
iuns. Pay 90% of the contract. 
Pick your own runs. Anastasia: 
GOVERNMENT JOBS 
$12-$48/HR FULL Benefits/ 
Paid Training. Work available 
in areas like Homeland Secur- 
ity, Law Enforcement, Wildlife 
and more! 1-800-320-9353 ext 
2002 
DIESEL ENGINE and Transmis- 
sion Shop located in Campbell 
River seeking a qualified Me- 
chanic. A person with Marine 
engine installation experience 
would be an asset. Engine fitter 
with diesel experience may be 
considered. Fax resumes to: 
TRUCK DRIVER wanted. 
Wide loads. Modular Homes. 
Clean driving abstract. Pentic- 
ton based. Send resume to ea- 
glehomesQsunwave.net or mail 
to 441-60th Street S.W. Salmon 
Arm, BC V1E 383. Fax: 1-250- 
MYSTERY SHOPPERS Need- 
ed! Get Paid to Shop, Evaluate 
and Keep Merchandise. View 
Opportunities in YOUR area for 
FREE! www.mysterysnoopers. 
-..<~ . *Find A Partner Green Card OK. Call Today! interview 250-767-2122. 
1'866-840-861 5. 
250-286-0059. 
833-4758. 
*ANNOUNCEMENT" 
*'2006 POSTAL JOBS!'" 
Amazing Business Opportunity. 
www.Procesd3ebates.com 
(4ctfn) 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to WaI-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Hospital 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
terrain and over 60 kms of Nor- 
dic trails, Silver Star Mountain 
Resort in Vernon, BC, offers a 
world-class experience with its 
unique ski-in, ski-out village. 
The village offers various ac- 
commodations, dining and an 
assortment of shops. Come 
join the Silver Star team and en- 
joy great benefits including free 
skiing/boarding, a competitive 
salary and a substantial benefits 
package. 
Silver Star is currently seeking 
outgoing, energetic individuals 
to join our year-round Building 
Maintenance team for the fol- 
lowing positions: 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Responsible for ,routine main- 
tenance of our resort facilities. 
Must possess general facility 
maintenance experience. A 
certified Journeyman Carpenter 
with an IP ticket is preferred. 
CarpentedCarpenter Helper 
(seasonal with the opportun- 
ity to expand to year-round) 
Must be energetic and possess 
carpentry and painting skills. 
Painter (seasonal with the op- 
portunity to expand to year- 
round) Must be detail-oriented 
with at least 5 years experience 
in commerciaVresidentia1 paint- 
ing experience. 
For more detailed information, 
please visit the job postings sec- 
*:-- *. 
Attend College Online from 
Home. 'Medical, 'Business, 
'Paralegal, 'Computers, 'Crimi- 
nal Justice. Job placement as- 
sistance. Computer provided. 
Financial Aid if qualified. Call 
866-858-21 21 www.OnlineTide- 
phone calls please.(33c3) 
T.C.'S SHROOM SHACK IS 
TIES OF WILD MUSHROOMS. 
ING. WHY SELL FOR LESS? 
NOW OPEN. FOR ALL VARIE- 
TOP PRICES, BONUS GRAD- 
250-635-01 17 (31 P31 
Land Development. Private in- 
vestment group is interested in 
acquiring land for development 
in BC and AI berta. Can also use 
high net worth to act as co-sign- 
ers/guarantors for suitable pro- 
jects. Joint Ventures preferred. 
Willing to negotiate terms with 
land ownerdfarmers Serious 
inauiries onlv. Please ohone: 1- 
2 BEDROOM ground level su- 
ite.4709WaIshsTemce. Every- 
thing included (utilities, cable) 
$500. Non-smokers preferred. 
Available Sept. 1st 250-835 
9460 Leave message 250-655- 1 i waterTech.com 
GET BACK ON TRACK! Bad 
Credit? Bills? Unemployed? 
Need Money? We Lend!! If you 
ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN 
Kemess Mine is a large open pit 
copper - gold mining operation 
lccated in north-central British 
Columbia, approximately 300 
kilometres northwest of Mack- 
enzie. 
This position will work a 4x3 
schedule >(Monday through 
Thursday). Flights are provided 
from Smithers, Prince George, 
Vancouver, Kamloops. Kelowna 
and Williams Lake. 
Reporting to the Mine Account- 
ant, the successful candidate 
will be a 3rd or 4th yaar CGA 
or CMA student, vgth prefer- 
ence given to applicants with re- 
source industry experience and 
a working knowledge of Oracle 
Financials. Knowledge of Maxi- 
mo software would be an asset. 
Primary job responsibilities WIII 
include preparation of journal 
entries, general ledger account 
reconciliations, accounts recelv- 
able, preparation of sales tax 
remittances, and assistance 
with the preparation of rnonth- 
end financial statements. This 
i ONE BEDROOM condo, f/S, dw, security entrance, Covered 
parking, deposit and reference . 
resuired. 250-635-3042' (33p3) 
866-402-6464. 
VERY BUSY textile screen 
printing business for sale. Re- 
tail store and manufacturing. 
Training, stock, equipment, 
large customer base included. 
Attractive lease. Prince Rupert 
shirts@citytel.net 250-627- 
8880 Marvin. 
ALL CASH CANDY ROUTE Do 
you earn $800 in a day? Your 
own local candy route. Includes 
30 Machines and Candy. All for 
Why Wait Until 65 To Retire. 
LEARN HOW to create a pas- 
sive income and retire in two 
years or less by acquiring busi- 
nesses and real estate. Visit our 
websile at: www.whynotjust 
retire.com 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Restaurant for lease. 45 seat 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed 
dining room. Excellent facility in 
Houston, B.C. Houston Motor 
$9,995 800-893-1 185 
own your own home-you quali- 
www.pioneerwest.com Member 
of the Better Business Bureau. 
$$$ ACCESS LAWSUIT CASH 
NOW!!! Injury Lawsuit Dragging? 
Need $500-$500,000++within 
48hrs? Low rates And bad cred- 
it is ok. APPLY NOW BY PHONE 
1-888-271 -0463www.havealaw- 
suit.com 
NEED MONEY NOW? 
If you have equity in your home, 
We can help! Can't prove in- 
come, slow credit, bank says 
NO! Call Rick at Rick Graves 8 
Associates. 1-604-306-0891. 
fy. 1-877-967-1420. 
~ 
2 BEDROOM close to hospital, 
includes 5 appliances. .2511 
Sparks. , $575/rnonth. n/sh/p. 
Adult orientated. 250-635-5380 
[ I 
i I t  (29~3) 2 BEDROOM in town. Laundry 
i 
1 
facilities, covered parking, avaii- 
1 able Sept. 1 st. 250-61 5-3721 or I 
250-635-61 22 (32~3) i 
NICE THREE bedroom, 1 1/2 
bath duplex at 4830 Graham. I 
Four appliances, sundeck. $so0 
250-638-8639 (32~3) 
'PWO BEDROOM duplex. 
Fridge, stove, dishwasher, w/d. 
Two bathrooms. No :making. 
$600/mo.Available September I 1 
1ST. 2295 Thornhill St. Terra- 
Call 250-638-7608 (32P3) 
\ 
i 
1 
I 
HUNTINGTON 
APAR'IIMENT5 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for 1 8 2 
Bedroom suites 
Clean, quiet renovated suiles 
Ample parking 
Laundry facilities 
Close to,schools & downtown 
On bus route 
0 On site management 
No pets 
References required 
To view call 
638- 1748 
MUSIC LESSONS Experienced, 
university-trained instructor cur- 
rently accepting piano, singing, 
and music theory students for 
fall registration:) Phone now to 
reserve your space. 250-635- 
7279 (31 03) 
L l U l  I a1 
www.sklsi1verstar.com or call 
250-542-0224. Apply online, 
fax 250-542-1 236 or email pmar- 
position offers excellent oppor- 
tunities for professional develop- 
ment. 
Qualified candidates are invited 
to send their resume with con- 
tact information fortwo referenc- 
es to: 
Kemess Mine - Northgate Min- 
erals Corporation, Human Re- 
sources Recruiter, P.O. Box 
3519, Smithers, BC VOJ 2N0 
Fax: (604)639-8501 Email: 
mess.com I' resume@ke 
3 BEDROOM house, close to 
Wal-Mart, f/s, dryer, large yard, 
$575/month, 2505 Kerr,Terrace 
3 BEDROOM, garage, large 
yard,. downtown area. Stove/ 
fridge, dishwasher, laundry. 
Available Sept. 1 $700/month 
plus utilities. 2507635-4753 
13203) 
250-638-7608 (32~3) 
tin@skisilverstar.com 
WHY NOT continue your Auto- 
motive Mechanical career in a 
beautiful mountain setting? Rev- 
elstoke Excel Tire is accepting 
applications by faxing resume 
250-837-491 9 or email revtire@ 
telus.net 
MOVING? Long hauls or short 
destinations. Household furni- 
ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- 
est rates. (1 5ctfn) 
Line Painting & Stencils 
Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing - Lawn Care & Landscaping 
Snow Removal ' 
250-635-6095 F ~ x  250-635-6532 
900 sq. ft. Office/Sales 4624A Greig Av0 
(Ground Level Store Front Downtown) 
952 sq. ft. Warehouse I 5002 Pohle Ave. 
11,600 sq. ft. 5,600 sq. ft SaledWarehouse & 6,000 sq. R 
Unheated & large fenced compound 
1,735 sq. 8. SaleslWareRouse 
3,470 sq. ft. SalesMlarehouse 
7,450 sq. ft. Warehouse 
2905 Kenney §tteet 
2905 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 west 
1979 23' Kit Companion motor- 1975 ELDQRADO, l Y 8 4  t-ieer- 
home. Dodge chassis, 80,000 wood. 250-638-8430 (33~2) 
miles. Priced to Sell $6,000. Call 1990 propane. CHNY Excellent Capri, unning black, con- on
1979 TRAVELAIR travel trailer dition, $2,500 060. 250-635- 
for sale. 27 1/2 ft. Spacious, 
sleeps six, large bathroom with 
shower, sink and toilet. Call door. 3.3L V6, cruise control, tilt 
250-638'-8899 to view. $5,000 steering, er locks  power A/C, CD windows, player, 2 pow- 10"
OB0 (31 p3) 
1998 GOLDEN FALCON 28' subs w/750 watt amplifier. New 
5th wheel, large slide, frig, 63 all season tires, new winter tires. 
gal w/t, heated g/w +b/w wa- 259,000 km. Engine replaced at 
ter tanks. tv. a/c. sleeps 6, vinvl 244.000 km. $3.000 OB0 250- 
250-847-2765 (30~5) 
r ,  
FOR RENT. very clean 2 bed- 
room trailer in adult park, F/S, 
W/D, NG heat, no pets. $6501 
mo. including utilities. Security 
deposit and references required. 
Available immediately. 250-635- 
2946 (32~3) 
MODERN CLEAN, newly reno- 
vated two and three bedroom 
mobile homes. Close to schools 
and bus routes. Includes fridge, 
'stove, blinds and storage shed. 
'mhLOOps ,l/06-April Available immediately.To view 
1/08 or longer. 4 bedrooms, 2 phone 250-638-1885 (33c3) 
bathrooms, carport, covered TWO BEDROOM trailer w/ 8' 
sundeck. Fridae. stove. dish- x 12' storage room, 14' x 68' 
i)J J 
18'CHESTNUT (Brand name) 
Freighter canoe, approximately 
25yearsold. Restoredand epoxy 
covered, in excellent condition. 
Suitable for fishing and hunting 
with 2 man capacity and 1500 
Ib load. Comes with an EZ load 
trailer. Extras include a custom 
built canoe cover, fish finder, 2 
paddles, 2 lifejackets and 2 rod 
holders. Total price $1,800.00. 
Phone 250-635-3423 (31 p3) 
20'CUSTOM-BUILT,centrecon- 
sole jet boat wlgood galvanized 
trailer. 215 HP V-6 GMC Vortec 
inboard with American turbine 
jet, jet unit commpletely rebuilt, 
excellent condition. Superb, pro 
quality sled, proven track record 
of performance and durability. 
12 degree bottom, it handles ex- 
tremely well in rough ocean con- 
ditions(/ good economy, Hum- 
mingbird VHF and sounder, rod 
holders, down riggers, $40,000 
replacement value. $20,000 
obo. Call 250-638-8250 or 61 5- 
685 cell (32~3) 
9050 (33~3) 
1993 PONTIAC Grand Am SE 4 
3 BEDROOMS, 2 1/2 wash- 
rooms, close to school and 
town, w/d included. Big yard, 
house, $800lmonth, available 
Sept. 1st Terrace 250-635-6596 
l*0-.7\ 
I -  ~. 
skirting, many, many extras. 
$23,500 Phone 250-798-9505 
or nlfrank@telus.net for more de- 
tails & photos. (33~3) 
1999 WESTWIND 21 'travel trail- 
635:8287 (32~2) 
2002 FORD Mustang GT con- 
vertible, 5 speed manual, silver 
exterior, dark gray leather interi- 
or. Fullv loaded. 31.612 kms. 
washer, NC, 2gas fire places, open concept, located in Sun- 
large fenced yard. Large wa- nyHill Codrt. Clean and well 
ter garden. Non-smokers, no maintained, needs tenants who 
pets. References. Brock, area. care. Available immediately 
$1400.00 per month, brock $650/month. Call 250-635-41 81 
!ental@hotmail.com (32~2) 
sMe, large Cbt with out bulld- 
lngs, S675plusdamage depos- 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Agar Ave- 
nue,Terrace near park. Aecent 
reno, large yard, nlg or wood 
heat I f/s,wld,dw, no smoking, 
no large pets. 3800-900. 250- 
p(ECUTlVE HOME on bench. 
With wonderful view. 4 bed- 
foooms, 3 bathrooms with extra 
amenities, 5 appliances, non- 
smoking, $1,20O/month. 250- 
638-7608 Terrace (32~3) 
LARGE YEAR-ROUND home 
on 2 acres with 200 ft. frontage, 
1st kve. Lakelse Lake. Private 
4 BEDROOM house. South- 
It 250-635-4858 (32~3) 
635-2839 (30p3) 
er. Excellent condition. Sleeps6. $21,906 OB0 250-631 -9455 
2002JAYCOQuest 1OXtent trail- 2002 'FORD Taurus, SE, gr& 
er, furnace, fridge, stove, bbq, exc. condition, $8,500, extra 
awning, screen'room, sleeps 8. set of winter studded tires. 250- 
$8,000 OB0 250-635-9383 or 635-4299 (33~2) 
250-631-1 01 0 (cell) (32~3) 
-
2003 TRIPLE 32 Commande: 
Class A 30,000 kms. Fully 
loaded. One owner. Garage 
stored. Immaculate. Two $1 15,000 slideouts. ob0 250- 
385-3428 or cell 250-203-3220. 
View at RVSearcn.com 
- $12,500.250-635-6701 (32~3) j3lp3 
AUTO- FINANCING 
AH T u M d  maker, down wrs, by bank? bucks, Nseding va s & a vehldc sw's.
today? 200 vehlcl6 0nllne 10 choose from. 
Samcday approval. Cd )I rC 
1 4 8 H J w w 2 o r ~ ~  
CLEAN NON-SMOKING one ~~ ~ 
bedroom suite for quiet work- WANTED TO KENT Three to sources, spacious, easy main- 
ing individual. Includes Utilities, four bedroom house for Sept tenance,. One level, Complete 
Satellite and laundry facilities, in Ist, Three professional and ma- all new face lift inside and out, 
Horseshoe area. $435/month. ture roommates to share with approximate one acre cleared, 
TO apply Call 250-635-7554 one cat , up to 31,000 monthly 1962 Gagnon, New Remo,Hwy 
rent. References avallable. Call w/rerrace. S1 26*ooo 250- 
ONE BEDROOM suite, available 250-615-3859 Terrace (33~3) 638-1 41 3 (33P3) 
August 15th, fls,w/d, utilities 14 x 70 Modular with new ad- 
included. References required. dition 288 sq. ft. 4 bedrooms, 
250-635-7705 eveings. (32pl) 1 bath, 5 appliances, new hard- 
ROOMY W O  bedroom suite. wood flooring, large fully fenced 
Separate entrances and drive- yard. Quiet neighbourhood, 
way. Laundry room, hydro: sat- great family home. $70,000 
ellite included. In quiet location. 060. Moving and must sell. 
Available Sep 1. 250-615-0244 New 14x70 mobile home for 990SQ.fl.4 bedroom,full base- 
137n31 sale on 7.5 adres. 15 minutes ment on 70 x 200 lot. Lower 
froma Vanderhoof. 20x32 work- Thornhill, detached 2 car shop, 
shop with woodheat. Fenced 1.5 bathroom, $133,000 obo 
for animals with pasture. Asking mguido99@hotmail.com 3871 
$1 62,500. Ca1IT567-5203 even- Skinner St (30~3) 
inas. HOUSE FOR sale. 3 bedroom, 
full basement, 1,130 sq. ft. Re- 
cently upgraded. Includes ap- 
pliances. Close to school and 
shopping. $122,000. Phone: 
Houston 1-250-845-741 9 or 1- ORANGE FROSTY 
Food Kiosk; Turnkey Opera- 250-845-3255 (33p3) - 
tion. Pine Center Mall (Prince THREE BEDROOM, 1 Bath- 
George). Good lease, 300 plus room, family room, 2811 Moli- 
K sales. Asking 250 K. 1-604- tor. Open House Sundays 2-4 
9G1-4036. www.molitorhouse.Diczo.com. 
,a- -. 
Close to downtown. $650/mo. 250-635-0075 (32~2) 
Alumafix hull 18'6"x 5 ' 6  
wide.Super safe, inside 
paint,4 seatsdeluxe, 
windshield, console, depth 
sounder with 2005 Yamaha 
80 hp 65jet,quiet 4 stroke, 
73 hours, 2 yr warranty.' 
Extra spacious design. New 
Ez-load trailer.See at 2985 
Rosenthal Road, Smithers. 
New $35,000 
Reduced to $28,000 
NO TAX 
847-5699 
6r-k dock, shop, hangar, spa. TEN MINUTES to downtown dous living' Rent negotiable' centre, ,.lean cozy, quiet, 1 bed- 
room. Fridge, stove, washer, dry- 
er, utilities included. Star Choice 
available. Available immediately. 
To view phone 250-635-61 41 
' 250-798-2550 (33p3) 
THREE 
k°CATED  AT^ 4509 GREIG 
ELEC- 
WASHER, DRYER $600MO. 
CALL 250-638-8639 (32P3) 
fHREE BEDROOM upstairs 
suite, f/s, laundry available, gas ~ 
fireplace, excellent condition, 
dead-end street, huge yard, no 
smokers. available SeDt. 1 250- 
TRlC HEAT. FRIDGE, STOVE, (33p3) 
FULLY FURNISHED suite for 
rent by day Or week. One bed- 
' .<, 
Thornhill. $400/month. Available KW'l 
3 BEDROOM, 3 floor, 1 1/2 4 BAY shop, 2 car showroom, FOR SALE- 3 bedroom trailer 
80 ACRES of ha,estable land ,bath townhouse on Molitor in hoist and compressor. Just over in Thornhill- Fresh paint, new 
Terrace. F/S, blinds, included. 1/2 acre paved lot, right next laminate flooring throughout. for rent, lease, farming, or graz- rng animals. Located 50 kms out N/G heat, NIP, SeCUrity deposit to Honda Dealer and across Peaked roof, large sundeck* 
of toward Cedarvale. required. Utilities not included. from West Park Shopping Mall. $16~000 OB0 250-635-2946 
Asking $650/month. 250-635- Call Keith and leave message at 9657 or 250-639-0309 31 
ADULT ORIENTED modern 
townhouse for rent. 2 extra bed- 
rooms with huge closets, small 
kitchen with lots of cupboards, 2 ' 
bathrooms, 3 appliances, wash- 
403-542-0004 (33P3) 
,FOR RENT 3769 Muller Ter- 
vate'lot. Comes with F/s, 
microwave. No smoking or pets 
2976 (31~3) 'TAINS are callinq! Come see 
face Double wide traile; pri- Office computer area. gourmet 
$700. 250-638-01 61. Available er lots Of 
immediately. (30~3) 'pace. impeccably 'lean' s6'O NICE THREE bedroom 1 1/2 250-638-0661 Or 250-61 5-1 530 bath strata duplex. 4830 Gra- 
ham. $90,000 250-638-8639 
Sept. 1 st 250-638-8656 (33~3) 
Hull 20'X5: Heavy Duty Sled, 
28 mph ,seats, console, etc, 
with 2002 OMC 115 hp 80 
hp jet.Warranty till 11/06. 
Less than 150 hrs on engine. 
.;Trailer, new axel, bearings. 
Cost to replace approx 
$35,000. See at 2985 Rosen- 
thal Road, Smithers. 
Reduced to $20,000 
NO TAX 
847-5699 
Vendor will carry 1st rnirtgage 
OAC. Trade considered. 
presently leased. $1 88,000. 
Yoai 250-561 -2400 or 250-61 2- " NORTH CAROLINA MOUN- 
(32P3) 
the breathtaking Gews, rushing 
streams, and quite hollows. Ex- 
perience the peace of the moun- 
tains! (800)632-2212 http://val- 
leytownreaIty.com 
vtr@dnet.net 
TRAlLER PAD for rent in quiet 
park in Thornhill. Could be used 
for seasonal travellers. Has full 
hookups. Call 250-635-7467 
(31 ~ 6 )  
ranchettes best of the west, 
minutes from town. $695 per 
acre. $150 monthly. Stake your 
claim 1-800-875-6568 (31 p3) 
TIMESHARE RESALES The 
TEXAS USA Best Buy. 20 acre 
COW AND Horse hay for sale. 
$70 and up. Will deliver, call 
250-567-5446 or 250-567-4505 
Ask for Jared. (31 p3) 
NAY FOR sale. Round, square, 
haylage, silage. Please call 250- 
846-5855 (3303) cheapest way to Buy, Sell and 
Rent Timeshares. No Commis- 
sions or Broker Fees. Call 1- ' ~ ~ 
800-640-6886 Or go to w ~ ~ .  HORSE FOR sale. Registered 
buyatimeshare.com half Arabiadquarter horse, 
mare, gray, 11 years old, 14.2 
GRAND OWNAGAN Resort hands, excellent temperament Kelowna. Timeshare For Sale $1 ,750. Registered American 
or trade for vehicle, boat, etc. Paint, gelding, years old, 15 
Davton 250-764-2936. hands. Excellent temperament, 
$3,200. Welsh cross pony, bay 
gelding, 10 years old, excellent 
with children, no vices, $1 ,,400. 
AI! 3 pleasure and trail ridden. 
TWO PUREBRED Arabian colts 
for sale. Pure egyptian back- 
ground:A steal at $1,000 each. 
Phone 250-846-5456 for infor- 
mation. (31 p3) 
250-635-5768 (32~3) 
05 Dodge Ram 3500 $44,495 
"33,995 
Quad Cabr "Cumrnins". Leather 
6.OL, Boso Audio. Captains Chars, Loaded 
03 Ford_F350 Crew C a b e @ , B m  
6.OL.. Diesel. 60k. XLT 
0.9 Ford FY 50 "Super Crew" s@,F,!m 
XLT 
O? Chev 2500 Ext. Cab 4x4 
5 Speed, H.D. Long Box 
EC. 4 x 4 ,  5.4, XLT 
04 GMC 2500 Crew 4x4 
$21,995 
99 Ford F250 "1 9,995 
4918 LARFIIF AM. 3969 MOUWTlllWYlEUl AME . 
1 new doors & li ht fixtures lg. fam. room I 
: I LOCATIONII LO?ATiONII beautiful decor new maple birch floors new efficient furnace new pellet stove 4 bdrms, 2 bath open kitchen, dining & livins new laminate flooring 14' Drift Boat $3,000.00 w/Tra i le r 2 - --- - - - - ~  _. 
BANK FORECLOSURES! 
Homes from $1 O,OOO! 1-3 bed- 
room available1 Repos, REOs, 
FDIC, FSBO. FHA, etc. These 
homes must sell! .For Listings 
Call 1-800-425-1 620 ex. 3421 
06 Subaru Outback "30,995 
2.51. A.W.D.. PW, PL. A/C 
04Subaru STi 
300 Hp.. Street Legal Rally Car 
USVolkswagen Jetta esl 6,995 
"Handle Licker" 
I 2806 Polaris 0s Honda Civic $1 2,495 4 Door. 5 Speed. 1.7L. 
0Z Mazda Protege LX $1 2,995 
2.0L.. Auto, A/C. Remota Entry 
0l Protege GS s12,995 
Auto, PW. PL, A/C 
Auto, A/C 
00 Ford Taurus Wagon $8,995 
Auto, Power Podols 
96 Pontiac Grand Prix @ $3,995 
Auto. Power Packago 
00 Chrysler Neon $8,395 
GERMAN SHEPHERD DUD- 
450 4x4 Demo Sale I 87,999.QO pies, 7 weeks old. 250-642- 0424 (33~3) GOLDEN DOODLE Puppies. A cross between a golden retriev- 4641 Weber Ave 309&311 A k i a  Place ' 
980 sq, h., 3 Bedrooms 
1 Bathroom 
er and standard poodle. These I - ' 
pups are low to no shed and 
very good natured, loving pets. 
All are vet checked with shots. 
Ready for new homes. You can 
see pictures on http://golden- 
pups-4sale.pczo.com. Phone 
250-638-8859 133031 
OP Mazda MPV $1 4,695 
7 Passengar. A/C. PW. PL, C D  
7 Pass.. A/C. PW. PL, CD ONE OWNER 
OZ Subaru Outback 
A/C. Cruise, Auto 
02 Subaru Forester 'S' e $1 9,995 
Auto. Fully Loaded. 48k 
Of  Subaru Outback 
AC. Cruise. Auto, 85k 
87 Jaguar XJ-12 n "8,795 
V12. Luxury Autobahn Cruiser 
4x4 PI Toyota 4 Runner '1,995 
02 Mazda MPV $1 5,495 9 CUBIC foot cement mixer with 
9HP engine $2,000; 3" Bearcat 
chippedshredder w/ Honda en- 
handheld cutoff saw plus back- 
fill with tamper. 250-624-5964 
Sea Rayder 
glne $1,200; Stanley hydraulic Jet Boat 90 Hp 
$4,500.00 131 D3) 
4902 labelle Ave. 
2248 sq. h., 6 Bedrooms 
2.5 Bothrooms 2 Bothrooms, 
23.3mx22.5111 Lot 1.29 Acres 
250.635.~~~ $193,900 250 .635 .~53  
3958 Old Lokelse lake Dr 
2840 sq. h., 6 Bedrooms 
$224,000 . . .  
14 FT. aluminum boat, deep hull 
30 HI? Evinrude motor, trailer, 
I "  
depth sounder. $3,000 250- 
14' PLYWOOD Boat, gearshift- 
635-6072 (33~3) 
AWAILABLE 
QN NEW MAZDA'S 
er, lOHP motor, good running 
condition. new coils. Needs trail- 
er. $500 250-635-050 D1 Skee- 
na Valley Trailer court, 1885 I 2006 Polaris 
I500 HO EFI Demo Sale Queensway, Terrace. ( 3 3 p 3 L  14' PRINCECRAFT, excellent 
condition. $1 200.00. 250-638- 
1028 or 250-615-7999 (33~3) 1 $$,999.00 
15' SlDRNlNDER ' boat and 
trailer. Waterskiing acces. Chrys- 
ler 75 hp outboard. $2500 obo 
16' PRINCE CRAFT 60hp 
mariner with jet & prop leg, on 
a trailer. $7500. 250-638-761 0 
250-61 5-81 32 (33p3) 
i Adrian Auriat --- Brent Ddona Mark Ddona 
(32~2) 
19' NElD aluminum boat, 105 
hp Evinrude, 9.9 Yamaha, can- 
vas top and trailer. $23,000 obo. 
Phone 250-624-6657 (31 p3) 
18' ALUMAWELD Intruder 
jetboat with 105 HP Mariner 
jet and 6 HP Mariner kicker, 
canvas top on E2 loader trailer. 
12' Aluminum boat with trailer. 
Excellent condition. $800. 
133~2) 
$1 8,500 060. 250-635-2707; 
2002 YAMAHA BWFR Scoot- 
er, 49 cc, only 7500 km, verv 
efficient, e.r.c. $1,400 250-638- 
8462 (33~3) 
2005 HONDA Shadow Sabre 
motorcycle, 2000 kms, new con- 
dition, 11 00 CC-V-twin street 
bike w/orange flames, leather 
bags, $12,000 obo 250-638- 
8250 or 61 5-7885 (31 p3) 
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‘Peachy’ time 
expected for 
soccer teams 
at tourney 
TWO youth soccer teams travel south to challenge tlie best 
from Alberta, B.C. and Washington State this weekend. 
p e  Under-12 Kermodeis boys teani and the Under-16 
Kitirnat Selects girls team with_ three Terrace players will 
“compete at the-JOth annual Peach City Soccer Classic for 
Eric Metzmeier, co-coach for t!ie boys team. which will  
play in the U-13 pool at the tourney. says the team‘s strcrtgtlis 
include an excellent defence arid solid playing froiii cveiy- 
one. 
“We just nced to put the ball i n  the net a little iiiorc,’’ he 
says. “We’ll start strong and hopefully get a goal or two up 
rather than down.” 
The Kermodcis’ first niatch is scheduled to ber against 
Williams Lake, who handed them ;in “unlucky loss” at pro- 
vincials earlier this ,year. 
“We’re looking forward to playing them again md set- 
ting it straight,” he says. 
A trio of local girls, Cara Anderson, Cassandra Kinney 
and Alexa Grant, joins the Kitimat Selects tor the rournep 
after showing an interest in the event and getting the oppor- 
tunity to fill the holes in the Selects’ lineup. - 
‘Martin Forbes, manager of the Kitirnat Selects. says tlie 
-team is very solid all around and the addition of the Terrace 
players provides a little niore strength i n  the forward posi- 
tions. 
“I think they are going to compete very well,” he says. 
The girls will take on squads from Calgary, Washington 
Forbes anticipates that the heat will be a challenge for his 
Boys and Girls in Penticton and Summerland. / 
State and Williams Lake. 
team. The toumamerit goes from A U ~ .  18 to 20. 
~ 
Sports ScoDe 
0 Hockey player to train 
with Kamloops Blazers 
A TALENTED young athlete will tackle a training 
camp for rookies this month. 
Chapen Leblond will show off his skills at the Ka- 
mloops Blazers hockey camp Aug. 2 1 to 25. 
The 15-year-old received an invitation and hopes to 
have a “good experience” while there. 
Bantam coach John Amos said Leblond will play 
five games and if the coaches like what they see, 
they’ll put him on their protected list so no one else 
‘can touch him. 
’ 
It’s ice time again 
TIME TO sharpen those skates and head to the arena 
to sign up for this fall’s programs with the Terrace 
Skating Club. 
The club offers a variety of skating programs: 
Can Skate - grassroots skating for ages three and 
Pre Junior - introduction to figure skating, 
Adult Learn to Skate - a beginning level of skat- 
Can Powerskate - for hockey and ringette players 
Junior and,Senior Figure Skating. 
Some programs start at the beginning of Septem- 
ber and others will begin a few weeks into the school 
year. 
Registration goes from 10 am.  to 1 p.m. Aug. 20 at 
the Terrace Arena. 
Anyone who can’t get to the registration session 
but is interested in joining up can call Peggy, the Ter- 
race Skating Club registrar, at 638-1507. 
The club will hold a free skating session on Sept. 
13 with coaches available to assist new skaters. 
Watch for more details closer to the date. 
UP, 
ing for adults aged 15 and up, 
who have basic skating skills, 
Gear up for a 
Wild Descent 
By MARGARET SPElRS 
THE MCBIKE Wild Descent doivnhill 
bike race returns for cyclists eager to 
careen down the Pack Horse Trail at 
Copper Mountain for the glory and prizes 
Aug. 20. . 
If it rains, that will be “awesome” and 
the race will go on. according to organiz- 
er Bruce Martindale. 1, 
“Those trails gel better wheii it’s wet, 
slicker and faster,” he says. 
I-le advises riders to cotiie as prepared 
too well. 
The previous race a couple of years 
ago was held at Shames Mountain, an 
ideal spot that Martindale would love to 
use again, but the course was difficult to 
maintain because it grows over quickly 
due to lack of use. 
get trails 
better when it’s wet,” 
--Bruce Martindale 
“Those 
;IS possible for mountain racing iuid r;icc 
mi1rshals will have the filii11 decision 
whcthci. i1 pcrsoti c;tn compete due to lhc 
dilliculty of‘ the course. 
“YOU ktlow if you’re qualilicd to ride 
this race,” hc says. ‘,’You’ve ridden the 
trails and know what‘s u p  there.” 
Racers iiiitst don a lielmct, itrc strong!y 
advised to wear armour and liave ;I suit- 
able iiiountain bike that can withstand ;I 
downliil I descent. 
A new twist to have a bit of fun with the 
‘;-ace will be the removal of points or addi- 
t i o n d  penalty time for rider mistakes. 
with 20 contestants and “ecstatic” with 
30, adding he expects riders from Smith- 
ers to compete. 
He will join tfie race but don’t expect 
him to have any advantage as organizer. 
“My advantage is I’m 40 years old 
atid I’ve been riding for 18 months,” he 
jokes, adding he might know tlie course 
0 
Riders must coliiplete a mandatory 
pre-run between 9:30 a.m. to 1230 p.m. 
iind are wetcome to take multiple pre- 
runs. Tlie race starts at 1 p.m. 
Spectators can pick out their favourite 
spots to watch the action froni noon to 1 
p.m. 
The mountain road will be open to 
hikers but biking trails will be closed off 
and two trucks will shuttle participants 
and their bikes up tlie mountain, he says. 
Minors under 18 are welcome and par- 
Riders must be members of Cycling“ 
BC, TORCA, the Sniithers Cycling Club 
or the Northwest Cycling Club. 
Interestedcyclists who aren’t members 
of one of these clubs can join at registra- 
tion froni 9 a.m. to 1 1 a.m. on race day, 
For more details, call McBike at 635- 
5225. 
/ I  
’ 
‘Martindale says he’ll be very happy , ents must sign them up on,race day. 
Sports Menu 
August 19 
Team Cattle Sorting returns to the Thon!hill Community 
Grounds at 6 p.m. For more info, call James Muller at 635- 
5 100. 
August 19 
Terrace Speedway rain day if needed. 
August 19 
The Fall Fair Horse, Show begins at 8 a.m. at the Thorn- 
hill Community Grounds. For more info, contact Kelly Jean 
a: 638-1 982. 
August 20 
The Terrace Skating Club holds its first registration for 
skating this fall from 10 a.m. to 1 p.ni. at the Terrace Arena. 
Anyone who’s interested but cannot make it to registration 
can call Peggy at 638-1507. 
August 20 
The McBike Wild Descent bike race goes at Copper 
Mountain starting at I p.m. Registration is from 9 a.m. to 
11 a.m. and everyone must complete a pre-race run by 1230 
p.m. For more info, call McBike at 635-5225. 
August 20 
Last Points Day for Thunder and Bomber drivers plus the 
Sponsors’ Race. Time trials are at 1230 p.m. with racing to 
start at 2 p.m. 
August 20 
Grounds. For inore details, call Laurie Muller at 635-9401. 
Gymkhana starts at 9 a.m. at tlic Thornhill Community 
August 22 to 26 
Thc Lou Lemirc Sumliicr Hockey Skills Camp for play- 
ers aged sis and up returns to teach individual skill develop- 
inctit, team play. powcr skiitilig and dry land training. Spaces 
are filling up fast. To regisrcr, call 250-615-3000. For more 
i nfo. check out tlic Web si IC at IOU letii i reliockeycani p.coni. 
- 
[ ’Sunday, August 20 
I WRAP IT’UP! 
i Sponsored by Alcan. 
Find points day I Sponsors racing in the cars-they sponsor. 
Saturday, August 19 - Rain Day 11 
Sponsored by The Weather. 
This day used if any previous day cancelled 
TICKETS 
ADULT 
STUDENT 
SENIOR (SO+) 
FAMILY 
‘.1.D“.. 
due to weather. 
Sunday, August 20 - Wrap It Up! 
Sponsored by Alcan. Final points day. p....$ i 
Sponsors racing in the cars they sponsor. I ..-. .*. _.. 
I.-‘.- --.. 
Sunday, September 10 - Brain . 
Damage! 
Sponsored by Terrace Chrysler Ltd and Sight & Sound. 
lots of racing with the Demolition Derby 
as the main event. 
A. T. V. racing also to take place. 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
Time Trials: 5:30pm 
Time Trials: 12:30prn 
PHONE 635-9060 FOR MORE 
e Race on 3/8 mile paved, banked, ovol trock 
e Pro Stock 8, WESCAR, Thunder, Hit-tepas ond Bomber classes 
M a  Bleacher seating for 1,500 Washrooms Focd Vendors. Whxho i r  Accesr~ble 
-==w 
Sunday, August 20 
10 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
at the Arena - lower level 
’ THE TERRACE SKATING CLUB ’ 
For Fall Session Sept. 5 - 24, 2006 and for 
Winter Sessions Sept. 25 - April I, 2007. 
Prowarns offered - 
Adult Learn To Skdte CAN SKATE 
P r d u  n ior 
POWERSKATING 
JUNIOR 
S‘EW707C 
, 
he most 
-. 
1‘” Pick up your free copy at these locations 
Bistro L‘Ambiance 
Chamber of Commerce 
1 lnfocentre 
1 Coast Hotel 
Copperside Foods (All) 
Cyber Scream Cafe 
Denny’s 
George Little House 
House of Sim-Oi-Ghets 
__ Husky 
KFC ‘ 
Lucky Garden 
McDonalds 
Mac’s 
Misty River Books 
Northern Motor Inn 
Park Avenue Medical Building 
Safeway 
Sandman Inn 
Save On Foods 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Skeena Mall 
Subway 
Tempo Gas 8ar 
Terrace Builders Rona 
Terrace Public Library 
Terrace Shell 
The Terrace Standard 
Tim Hortons 
Wal-Mart 
Your Dollar Store With More 
L 
* i 
